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Abstract
The research described in this document is a M.Sc. graduation project, carried out in cooperation
with Eindhoven University of Technology and Philips Centre For Industrial Technology (CFT),
the Netherlands.
Kinematic couplings are mechanical connections between two bodies. They have a wide range
of applications; e.g. inside measurement setups, milling machines, but also in high precision
machinery for the construction of Printed Circuit Boards. Properly designed kinematic couplings
are deterministic, i.e. they make contact at a number of contact points or supports and this number
is equal to the number of degrees of eeedom fhat have to be restrained. A deterministic kinematic
coupling has a very high positioning repeatability. When one of the contact points in the kinematic
coupling is retracted, an external force will be needed to reinstate contact with it, in order to make
the coupling deterministic again.
Friction is an important field of interest in kinematic couplings. Due to £tiction, the coupling
might show jamming behaviour, which means that for a certain attachment point and direction
of the external force, the contact between the two parts of the coupling will never be reinstated,
independent on the magnitude of the external force.
In this thesis various methods are presented for the analysis of repositioning behaviour of kinematic couplings. These methods can be used for the design of new kinematic couplings and for
the optimization of existing ones.
In literature, a graphical method for the analysis of 2D kinematic couplings is found. Although
this method provides good information about the repositioning behaviour of a coupling, it is not
complete. A more advanced analytical method based on the equations of motion of the coupling
is therefore constructed. With this method, it is possible to determine:
1. the direction of movement (desired or non-desired direction),

2. the possibility on jamming behaviour,

3. if contact between all supports remains,
during repositioning and for a chosen attachment point and direction of the external force.
It is difficult and inconvenient to extend the 2D graphical method to 3 dimensions. Instead, a 3D
analytical method is used. This analytical 3D method was available in the form of a Matlab file
without description. The theoretical background of the analytical 3D method is investigated. In
order to verify the implementation of this analytical 3D method, it has been compared with the
analytical 2D method, by using a 2D coupling configuration. Little discrepancies between the
results are found.

Finally, both analytical 2D and 3D methods are validated with experiments. To that end, a measurement setup has been designed and constructed. The results from the experiments are compared
with the predicted repositioning behaviour by the analytical methods. The results from the
experiments and the simulations show similar behaviour, although some deviations are present.
These deviations can be largely attributed to disturbances in the measurement setup.

Het onderzoek beschreven in dit document is een Master of Science afstudeerproject, uitgevoerd
in samenwerking met de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (TUIe) en het Philips Centre For
Industrial Technology Nederland (CFT).
Kinematische koppelingen zijn mechanische verbindingen tussen twee objecten. Hiervoor bestaat
een groot aantal toepassingsgebieden, bijv. in meetopstellingen en fieesmachines, maar ook in
precisiewerktuigen voor het vervaardigen van PCB's (Printed Circuit Boards). Op een juiste
wijze ontworpen kinematische koppelingen zijn deterministisch, oftewel ze maken contact op een
aantai contactpunten, of opiegpunten, dat geiijk is aan het aantai vrijheicisgraden ciie onderciruia
moeten worden. De positionering van een deterministische kinematische koppeling is in een hoge
mate reproduceerbaar. Wanneer een van de oplegpunten van de koppeling teruggetrokken wordt,
is een externe kracht nodig om het contact hiermee te herstellen, zodat de koppeling hierdoor weer
deterministisch wordt.
Wrijving is een belangrijk aandachtspunt bij kinematische koppelingen. Door wrijving kan de
koppeling zelfremmendheid vertonen, wat inhoudt dat voor een zeker aangrijpingspunt en richting
van de externe kracht het contact tussen de twee delen van de koppeling niet meer hersteld kan
worden, ongeacht de grootte van de externe kracht.
In dit onderzoeksrapport worden verschillende methoden uiteengezet voor de analyse van het herpositioneringsgedrag van kinematische koppelingen; deze kunnen gebruikt worden voor het
ontwerp van nieuwe en de optimalisering van bestaande kinematische koppelingen.
In de literatuur is een grafische methode voor de analyse van 2D kinematische koppelingen gevonden. Ofschoon de methode bruikbare informatie levert met betrekking tot de herpositionering van
een koppeling, is deze niet compleet. Een meer geavanceerde 2D analytische methode, gebaseerd
op de bewegingsvergelijkingen van de koppeling is daarom ontwikkeld. Hiermee kan worden
bepaald of tijdens herpositioneren voor een gekozen aangrijpingspunt en richting van de externe
kracht:
1. in de gewenste richting bewogen wordt

2. zelfiemrnendheid optreedt of niet
3. contact blijft bestaan met de overige oplegpunten
Het is verre van triviaal om de grafische 2D methode naar drie dimensies uit te breiden. In plaats
daarvan wordt voor een 3D kinematische koppeling eveneens een analytische methode gebruikt.
Deze analytische 3D methode was beschikbaar in de vorm van een Matlab programma zonder
beschrijving. De theoretische achtergrond van de analytische 3D methode is in kaart gebracht.
Om deze analytische 3D methode te testen is deze vergeleken met de analytische 2D methode,

door een configuratie met een 2D koppeling te gebruiken. Er zijn minimale verschillen tussen de
uitkomsten gevonden.
Tot slot worden de analytische 2D en 3D methoden getoetst middels experimenten. Hiervoor is
een meetopstelling ontworpen en geconstrueerd. De resultaten van de experimenten zijn vervolgens vergeleken met het vanuit de analytische methoden voorspelde herpositioneringsgedrag. De
resultaten van de experimenten en de sirnulaties laten ondanks enkele afwijkingen een
vergelijkbaar gedrag zien. Deze afwijkingen kunnen hoofdzakelijk toegeschreven worden aan
storende factoren in de meetopsteiiing.

Nomenclature
Description
Centre of Mass
acceleration of gravity vector
angle defining direction of gravity vector
position vector of centre of mass with regard to pole
mass
x=1,2,3 position vectors of supports, with regard to the pole
position vector of point of attachment of external force with regard to pole
external force vector
angle of rotation of external force
pole of supports x and y
rotation angle of normal vector(s) corresponding to supports x and y
normal force vector on support x
friction force vector on support x
unit vector of support x in direction of normal force
unit vector of support x in direction of friction force
friction coefficient
angular acceleration around pole x
angular velocity around pole x
absolute value of position vectors F; (x=1,2,3), TG and Fs
torque vector at pole x
mass moment of inertia around pole x
rotation angle of vector 7G
rotation matrix
work
time
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Introduction

The research described in this document is the result of a M.Sc. graduation project, carried out in
cooperation with the Technical University Eindhoven and Philips CFT in the Netherlands.
Kinematic couplings are well known as simple devices that provide a rigid connection between
two objects with a high positioning repeatability. They serve many applications that require repeatable separation and engagement, like variable tools in measurement setups and high precision
machinery. Kinematic couplings have traditionally been used in instrument designs where the
loads are typically relatively light and static. Kinematic couplings having well engineered contact
areas andlor advanced ceramic materials are quite robust and suitable for demanding applications
requiring high stiffness and load capacity.
This project presents an investigation regarding the influence of friction between the surfaces in
the couplings and the effects of friction on the repositioning behaviour of the coupling.

1 1 Jamming
Jamming is the phenomenon that a body which is pushed against a surface, will not slide over that
surface, even when the external force is not perpendicular to that surface. As an example see figure
1.1. When the friction force F, is equal to the horizontal component of the external force Fpusrsh,
jamming will occur. It is assumed that the magnitude of the friction force F, is always less than
or equal to the product of the friction coefficient p and the normal force F, (Coulomb friction).
lFwl 5 ~

I

l F n

Jamming plays a prominent role in the (re)positioning behaviour of kinematic couplings [HSOl].

1.2 Kinematic couplings and jamming
A kinematic coupling is a mechanical connection between two bodies with the property that the
connection is statically deterministic. This means that the number of contact points (supports)

friction coefficient

Figure 1.1: Jamming behaviour in a 1D kinematic coupling.
made by the coupling, equals the number of degrees of freedom that has to be restrained between
the two bodies.
Figure 1.2 shows three examples of kinematic couplings:
s

a ID coui;!iag with 1 degree of fieedom (DGFj restrzined;
a 2D coupling, consisting of a rectangular block which is placed against 3 supports, restraining 3 DOF in the 2D plane;
a 3D coupling, consisting of three grooves in one body and three balls in the counter body,
restraining 6 DOF in 3D space.

Figure 1.2: Different types of kinematic couplings: 1 DOF, 3 DOF and 6 DOF restrained.
Being deterministic gives kinematic couplings a very high repositioning repeatability. To reach
this repeatability, jamming of the coupling must be prevented. When retracting one of the supports
in the kinematic coupling, the body that is making contact with the remaining supports should
move under the application of a suitable external force, towards the retracted support. In principle,
this results in repositioning of the kinematic coupling. However in general, friction forces will
appear at the contact points. These friction forces might cause jamming of the coupling; i.e. under
influence of an external force, the coupling does not slide over the supports but remains in position.

1.3 Problem formulation and goal of the project
Friction in kinematic couplings as described in section 1.2 is one of the most important issues
when designing kinematic couplings. The ideal coupling will never show jamming behaviour

when retracting a random support. To find this ideal coupling configuration a graphical andfor
analytical method is needed to predict the behaviour of kinematic couplings.
The goal of this project is the exploration and development of methods which predict the repositioning behaviour of 2D and 3D kinematic couplings, of which one of the supports has been
retracted.
Requirements for good (re)positioning are:
0

Repositioning should occur in the desired direction;

0

Avoidance of jamming in the coupling;

0

During repositioning of the body to the retracted support, contact between the body and the
remaining supports should be maintained.

As stated before a kinematic coupling consists of two bodies, making contact with each other
via supports. A 2D kinematic coupling requires 3 supports to make the coupling deterministic, a
3D kinematic coupling requires 6 supports. In this thesis one of the bodies will be modelled by
supports; the other body remains a body that is placed against the supporting body. One of the
supports will be retracted so that repositioning of the body will be needed to reinstate contact and
make the coupling deterministic again.
The methods will be validated with experiments. Therefore an experimental setup should be designed and constructed. Experiments on this setup should lead to a well-founded statement about
the correctness of the methods.
The developed methods will form the basis of a software tool which can be used in the design
of new kinematic couplings, or to improve existing ones. In this case the user should be able to
vary different parameters within the coupling to find a suitable configuration that meets the above
mentioned requirements.

1.4 Literature
In literatwe, for 2D couplings a general graphical method was found [Ko98]. No analytical methods to predict the repositioning behaviour of 2D couplings were found. For 3D kinematic couplings, an analytical method was found for positioning a rectangular block on 6 supports [CFT03].
This method was present at Philips CFT, but was not explored yet. No 3D graphical method and
no general 3D analytical method were found.
Besides the search for methods to predict repositioning behaviour of kinematic couplings, other
topics are also reviewed. A mathematical description for a stable kinematic coupling is given by
James Clerk Maxwell (describing the three-groove-coupling as a method to establish a definite
position):
"When an instrument is intended to stand in a definite position on a fixed base it must
have six bearings, so arranged that if one of the bearings were removed the direction
in which the corresponding point of the instrument that would be left free to move by
the other bearings, must be as nearly as possible normal to the tangent plane at the
bearing." [S192]

This description is a starting guide towards a good design of 3D kinematic couplings.
Another topic, describing a method to reduce hysteresis in kinematic couplings is given by [SRS97].
By providing the grooves in the kinematic coupling (3D example in figure 1.2) with self-adjusting
surfaces, hysteresis is reduced. Note that friction between the coupling objects is theoretically
zero, when the surfaces on the V-grooves follow the movement of the balls, when the preload increases or decreases. In that case there is no relative movement between balls and surfaces of the
grooves and hysteresis is theoretically zero.
A mechanical solution to reduce hysteresis and thus reducing the undesired relative movement
between balls and grooves, is providing the grooves with self-adjusting surfaces, by means of
elastic hinges in the material beneath the surfaces of the grooves.

"Such elastic hinges are created by drilling two holes next to each other in the material
and making saw-cuts fiom the surface to these holes, as shown in figure 1.3. Positioning of the coupling with elastic self-adjusting surfaces does not give the problem
of jamming, because of the mobility of the V-groove surfaces." ... "If it is possible to
reproduce the preload with high accuracy, repeatability only depends on the stability
of temperature and expansion of the design."[SRS97]

Figure 1.3: Elastic hinge principle [SRS97].
If jamming can be avoided, why searching for a method which can model this behaviour? Sometimes practical reasons prohibit the construction of adjustable surfaces, e.g. there is not enough
space for elastic hinges in the design or the used material is not suitable to construct them. Sometimes high manufacturing costs are the reason not to construct elastic hinges. For these cases a
simple and straightforward method is needed, which can predict whether an applied force will
couple the two parts of the coupling or not.

1.5 Outline
In chapter 2, a graphical and an analytical method for analyzing the behaviour of 2-dimensional
kinematic couplings are considered. At the end of chapter 2, the graphical and analytical method

will be compared.
In chapter 4 an analytical method for analysis of 3-dimensional couplings will be discussed. At
the end of chapter 4, the analytical method will be compared with the 3D analytical method using
a 2-dimensional example.
In chapter 5 the theoretical methods will be validated by experiments. First the design and irnplementation of the experimental setup will be discussed. By means of the experimental setup, 2D
2crl 3D kinem& c o q lu-aV
i n o ~will be mdysed experhe11td!y. EDicrepmcies betweer, theoretics!
and analytical results will be discussed.
Finally, chapter 6 presents an overview of all conclusions including recommendations for further
research.
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This chapter considers the behaviour of 2D kinematic couplings. It will provide insight in two
methods, which can be used for investigating 2D problems:
1. The graphical method. This method is widely accepted for the investigation of the behaviour
of 2D kinematic couplings. It is very straightforward, fast and easy to work with.

2. The analytical method follows the dynamic approach, using the equations of motion of the
coupling. Often, the graphical method is used first before the analytical method is applied.

Both methods are implemented in Matlab files. In this way, results are obtained quickly. Moreover,
parameter values can be changed easily and the influence of these changes can be investigated.
---

Or~ginalconiiguat~on

- Repositioned coniiguratlon
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Figure 2.1: Repositioned body after retraction of one support.
Figure 2.1 shows a schematic view of a 2D kinematic coupling in the xy-plane. One part of the
coupling is modelled as a 2D body with irregular shape. The other part of the coupling is modelled
by three supports. Originally, the body is in contact with the three supports (since an external force
(also called closing force) is applied to the body). Next, one of the supports is retracted a small
distance away from the body. Now there are three possibilities:
0

the body moves towards the retracted support;

0

the body moves further away fiom the support;
the body does not move at all.

In this chapter, both methods should answer the next question:
Where and in what direction should the external force be applied to the body to guarantee that 1) the body moves towards the retracted support and 2) no jamming wiii
occur and 3) the other supports remain in contact with the body.
It will be shown that the graphical method can only guarantee the first two requirements, whereas
all three requirements are met when the 2D analytical method is used.

2.1

Graphical 2D Method

The first method to be discussed is the widely accepted graphical 2D method [Ko98]. This section
explains the procedure of this graphical method in detail.

2.1.1

General Procedure

The graphical method is only practical for a 2D body. In 2D, the body is assumed to be thin or
symmetric with respect to the 2D plane. It can translate in two directions (x and y) and has a
rotational freedom around the z-axis (see figure 2.2). The body is placed against three supports,
which can be positioned randomly in the xy-plane.

Figure 2.2: Situation before retraction of a support.
The graphical method is based on successively retracting each support a small distance away from
the body, while the other two remain in contact with it. The direction of an external force that has
to be applied to the body to reinstate contact with the retracted support, can be defined by using
the graphical method.
When one of the supports is retracted from the body over a small distance, and the other two remain
in contact, one DOF is given back to the body. This means that the small movement that the body
has to make to reinstate the contact with the first support, takes place along a geometrically defined
trajectory.

Figure 2.3a shows that this defined trajectory approximately is the rotation around the instantaneous pole P2,3.The pole is instantaneous because its position will in general change a little bit
during repositioning of the body. The pole of rotation P,,p is found at the intersection point of the
normal vectors through the two supports ( a and P) which are still in contact with the body.

Figure 2.3: a. Defining the position of a pole ;b. Position of all poles.

Figure 2.4: To avoid jamming, the external force vector may not cross the hatched area.
All three poIes can be found by drawing the normal vectors through each support (figure 2.3b). It
is assumed that all displacements of the body are small and therefore the positions of the poles do
not change while the body moves. A further assumption is that the object has a sufficiently smooth
surface.

An external force (F,) has to be applied to the body in such a way that the resulting torques around
the poles are in the desired directions of pole rotation. With these three rotational constraints, two
areas in the figure are found which the line of action of the external force vector may not cross
(figure 2.4). Directing the external force in the appropriate direction (not through the areas indicated in figure 2.4), results always in the desired direction of movement of the body, independent
on which support is retracted.
The next step in the graphical method is investigating the influence of friction. Friction can cause
jamming behaviour of the body, which was discussed in section 1.1. Therefore it will be shown
that fiiction between the supports and the body narrows the allowed area for the line of action of
the external force. In order to find these unallowed 'fiiction areas' the desired direction of rotation

of the body around the poles has to be known. This rotation is translated into a desired direction
of movement of the body over the supports (figure 2.5), which is needed to define the direction of
the friction force vector. Because fiiction is assumed to be linearly dependent on the normal force:
F, = gn- sign(v) a friction triangle (as discussed in figure 1.l) can be drawn on the correct side
of the normal vector.

\f"

movement

/'

Figfie 2.5: The fictim kar,g!e as 2 resdt ef direction of body movemxt.

Figure 2.6: Intersection of friciioil iriangks.
The sign of the desired velocity of the body at the contact point, is defined by the desired rotational
direction around a pole. The pole was found by retracting one support. So only two fiiction forces
(at the two remaining supports) are present per pole. The fiiction triangles of these two supports
will intersect. The resulting area is the area where jamming of the coupling occurs (fig 2.6). This
means that when the direction vector of the external force crosses this area, the coupling will show
jamming behaviour.
When this procedure is repeated for the remaining two poles as well, the three fiiction areas which
the line of action of the external force vector may not cross are found (figure 2.7).
Combination of the forbidden areas for the line of action of the external force (figures 2.4 + 2.7)
leads to the final result of the graphical method, which is given in figure 2.8. There is a clear area
which the line of action of the external force vector acting on the body may pass. If the line of
action of the external force vector is chosen to pass this safe area, no jamming will occur and the
body will always move in the desired direction.

\

Figure 2.7: Overview of friction triangle intersections.

Figure 2.8: Total area the external force vector may not cross to avoid jamming.

A step by step explanation of the procedure of the graphical method is given in Appendix B.

2.1.2 Variations on the general procedure
The general procedure for the graphical method can be applied to practically any 2D problem.
However, there are three special cases that need more attention:

1. A configuration that is not staiically determined.
2. A configuration with a pole at infinity.
3. A configuration where all three desired pole rotations are in the same direction.

StaticalZy not determined conjigurations
An example of a statically not determined configuration is a disc with three supports. Because the
poles are all located in the centre of the disc, there is always one degree of freedom left. Therefore,
the graphical procedure can not be applied to this configuration.

Figure 2.9: A circuiar disc always has one degree of freedom.

A pole at injinity
The rectangular block in figure 2.10 is placed against three supports. The normal forces of supports
1 and 2 are parallel to each other, so pole Pl,2 is located at infinity. The movement of the body is
always a rotation around one of the poles, but because pole P1,2is located at infinity, this rotation
is actually a pure translation over the two supports in the direction of the third support. With this
information the general procedure discussed in section 2.1.1 can be applied. Again the two areas
which the line of action of the external force may not cross in the frictionless situation are found
(figure 2.10).
and P2,3identical to the normal proceThe procedure for finding the friction areas is for poles
dure. Actually, this procedure can also be used for pole P1,2because a translation over supports 1
and 2, towards support 3, causes friction at these supports as well. The only difference is that this
area of friction caused by the pole at infinity is unbounded (see the shaded area on the top side of
figure 2.11).

Figure 2.10: For desired movement direction, the external force vector may not cross the hatched
areas.
In Appendix A, the line of action of the external force vector and the position of the centre of
mass are added to Figure 2.1 1. This new figure given in Appendix A is used to illustrate the
shortcomings of the graphical method. It describes the attachment point and direction vector of an
external force working on the block in the appropriate way according to the graphical 2D method.
Although eventually the body will probably move to the retracted support, the equations of motion
show that contact is lost with one of the remaining supports which in principle is unacceptable.
Therefore it can be stated that the 2D graphical method is not complete in describing the repositioning behaviour of a 2D coupling.
Pole rotations in the same direction

When all pole rotations are in the same direction, as is the case in the configuration presented in
figure 2.12, the body needs to make a pure rotation around its z-axis to satisfy all defined direction
of rotations around the poles.
The most straightforward manner to do this is to apply a torque on the body which will result in
the desired direction of rotation. Applying a torque is also the general manner to solve these kind
of problems.
However, a force applied to the body can also result in a desired rotation of the body if it is attached
at the right place and has the right direction. Figure 2.12 shows, in the frictionless situation, that
a force vector crossing the triangle spanned by the three poles, will never cause the right rotation
around every pole. Outside of this triangle however, any force that is directed counter clockwise
around the triangle, satisfies the conditions set by the direction of rotation around the poles.
The last step is including friction. Following the general procedure given in section 2.1.1 for each
pole the direction of the fiiction vector at the supports is determined and the friction areas are
drawn. This result is given in figure 2.13. The shape of the 'forbidden area' is still triangular,
but it exceeds the boundaries of the body itself. In other words, in this case there can be no force

Figure 2.11: Total friction area for a rectangular block on 3 supports.

Figure 2.12: Rotation around poles in similar directions.
applied to the body which will result in a desired rotation. This problem can be solved by fixing
an arm to the body which is so long that its end point is located outside the triangle. The closing
force can now be applied to the end of this arm and if it is directing in the right direction, the body
will eventually make contact with all three supports.

Figure 2.13: Constructed fnction areas with pole rotations in the same direction.

2.2 Analytical 2D-method
The analytical 2D-method is based on the equations of motion of the coupling. This is a more
quantitative method for finding the appropriate direction and attachment point of the external force,
i.e. this force:
1. reinstates contact between the body and the retracted support,

2. guarantees avoidance of jamming behaviour,
3. guarantees that contact between the body and the other two supports is maintained.
In summary this means that one of the supports is retracted and the equations of motion for this
configuration are formulated. In contrast to the graphical method, the mass and rotational inertia
of the body are included in the method.

The example from the previous section is taken (figure 2.1): support 1 has been retracted and the
body needs to reinstate contact with this support. Figures 2.14 and 2.15 show scalar and vectorial
quantities involved in the equations of motion. Friction vectors Fw2and Fw3are drawn for the case
ciB < 0.

Figure 2.14: Quantities used in the equations.

Force Equation

The force equilibrium for this specific situation can be formulated. Newton's law gives:

Normal forces Zn2and 2B3
and fiction forces Zw2and 2W3
are present at the remaining supports
2 and 3. If the body remains in contact with supports 2 and 3, the rotation around pole PB (az)
is the only degree of freedom. The position of the centre of mass is marked by CM and the
corresponding position vector from the pole to this centre of mass is 7 ~The
. position vector from
the pole to the point of attachment of the external force vector
is given by YS. Note that this
attachment point and the direction a, of the external force vector are to be found and initially
chosen by the user.
Vector 2 is the acceleration vector of gravity, with magnitude g; its direction is defined by y. Vector
ZG is the acceleration vector of the centre of mass. The scalar m is the total mass of the body.
Each term of (2.1) is now separately discussed. To that end, an orthonormal base with pole P2 as
origin is chosen, see also figure 2.15:
{ZX,Zy, &IThe unit normal vectors originating from the two supports, pointing towards the pole can be formulated as follows:
Z2 = -cosp2ZX - sinp2Zy

Figure 2.15: Angles used in the equations.
The normal force vectors are now given by:
3 n 2 = Fn2Z2

Zn3= Fn3Z3
The magnitudes of the normal forces are respectively Fn2 and Fn3.
With the body turning counter clockwise around the pole, the matching friction direction unit
vectors at each support are:
$2 = sinP2& - c0sj3~2~
$3 = sinP3ZX- c0sj3~2~

When the body is turning clockwise around the pole, the fiction vectors are rotated 180 degrees,
so a sign function is used for formulating the correct friction vectors in each case. Note that
a rotation of the body in clockwise direction around the pole Pz results in a negative angular
velocity dl2 .
ii;, = (sinP2ZX- cos/32Zy)sign(dl2)
$3 = (sinP3ZX
- c 0 ~ / 3 ~ Z ~ ) s i g )n ( d l ~

With positive normal forces, friction will occur because the body is in contact with the supports.
However, when the normal forces are negative, the body has lost contact with its supports. This
situation must be prevented. The fi-iction force vectors are given by:

F,, is the magnitude of the fiiction force at the corresponding support. It is assumed that the
kinematic friction coefficient equals the static friction coefficient: p = ps = pk.

=O

when F, 2 0, dlzi # 0
when F, >_ 0, dlz = 0
when F, < 0

The external and gravity force vectors & and 2Gare defined as:

8 = & (cos(a,)Zx +sin (a,)2')
gG= mg(cos(y)Zx +sin(y)Zy)
where F, and mg are their respective magnitudes.
For the accelerations of the centre of mass can be written:

miiG=m(&

x % + & ~x (&a ~ 7 ~ ) ) .

Only the situation in which the body starts to move fiom rest is considered, so:

p+o
We now have for the acceleration of the centre of mass:

where RG = (?GI
Using the orthonormal base, (2.1) becomes:

Moment equation
The moment equilibrium around pole Pa is given by:

xi& =&tiB

The vectors 6 and 73 are the respective position vectors of the supports 2 and 3. As stated before,
7, is the position vector of the attachment point of the force 8 and TG is the position vector of the
centre of mass. JCMis the mass moment of inertia around the centre of mass of the body, shown
in figure 2.14. Note that the normal force vectors Rn2and Rn3do not contribute to
.

zaZi

According to Steiner's rule the mass moment of inertia Jz around pole Pz is equal to:

The position vectors of the supports are defined as:

rz = RZcosp2Zx + RzsinPzZy

+

y3 = R3cosP3ZX+R3sinP3ZY

Now, the contributions to ~2~
,as given by (2.8) will be worked out:

>

when
0, hZi# 0
when F,>O, &23= O
when F, < 0

= -RXkomsigz(&2 )Zz
7 x gWX J -Rxpmsign(&2 ) &
=O

{

where x E {2,3).
For the position vector of the attachment point of the external force can be written:

it, = R, (cosa,ZX+sina,Zy)

(2.10)

where:

Rs = \ & I
The external force vector can be expressed as:

+sinasZy)

= 6 (cosasZX

For the cross product of 3, and

7s x &

now follows:

= RsFs(cosa,ZXf

sina,Zy) x (sinas&+ sin@y)
- sina,cosas) Zz)

= Rs& (cosa,sina,
= R&in

(a,- ar)Zz

Finally the last term of equation 2.8 is worked out:
?G

x rng = rngRGsin(y- 9)&

Thus, the equation for the equilibrium of torques (2.7) is defined now as follows:

+

+

(JCM r n ~ ; ) & z= -,~&~R~sign(dl~
) - Pn3R3sign(& ) RsF,sin(as- a,)

+R p g . sin(y

-

9)

(2.13)

Force and moment equations
To find the unknowns, &a ,Fnz and Fn3 the set of equations is written in matrix form. We can
calculate these variables depending on a,, which defines the direction of the external force. In this
way we can easily see what the suitable directions of the external force would be, given Fs.

+

] [2 ]

+

Fn2
-cosPz pinp2sign(& ) -cosps pinPssign(& ) mRGsin$
-mRGcor$
*
=
-sinP2 - yio~f3~sign(Cx~
) -sinPi - o s s i n )
@2sign(h )
@ssign(b )
JG
m ~ i
-F,cosa, - mgcosy
-F,sina, - mgsiny
(2.14)
RsF,sin(a, - a,) R~mgsin(y
- 41)

+

+

]

Suitable values for a, (defining the direction of the external force) are values for which the normal
forces are positive (i.e. there are pressure forces between the body and the contact points, so that
they remain in contact with each other) and the acceleration &a is negative (i.e. the body rotates
in the direction of the retracted support, in this case support no.1). Note that (2.14) also has to be
formulated for rotations around poles PE and TB.
One remark has to be made, the found suitable directions are in principle only suitable initially,
i.e. if the body starts to move. When the body rotates, in general the directions of the normal unit
vectors through the support will vary and therefore the positions of the poles as well. However, it
is assumed that movements of the body are very small and therefore these pole positions will not
be affected by rotation of the body. This also implies that it is assumed that the contact surface of
the body near the supports is sufficiently smooth.
As an example, the configuration depicted in figure 2.16 has been programmed in Matlab (see
Appendix D). In this program, all the values for the parameters can be defined by the user, the
values used for this thesis are given in table 2.1.

Figure 2.16: Configuration as programmed in Matlab.
Just like in the graphical method, all supports will be retracted successively and for every pole
a suitable range for the angle of the external force (a,) can be found by determining in which
range the object is rotating in the desired direction around every pole. Gravity is neglected and
the external force $ acts on the centre of mass (FG = F;). In figure 2.17 the angdar accelerations
around the poles are presented as a function of a,.

Quantity
Position centre of mass (CM)
Mass (m)
Inertia (JG)
Friction coefficient (p)
External force (F,)

Value
r ~ =, 150 rnm, rGY= 70 mm
1 kg
3 . 10V5kgm2
0.17 [-I
1N

m l l

lame 2. i : Used values in the example.

In figure 2.17 the sign of &, has been changed, so that positive values of a n , a~ and a2 correspond with the desired rotational directions. This is the case for values of a, between 103 and 165
degrees.
Graphical 2D Result

as,angle of external force

[degree]

Figure 2.17: Angular accelerations around all poles as a function of a,.
In the frictionless situation, the angular acceleration is zero when the external force is exactly
pointing towards the pole and thus not causing a moment around the pole. In the graphical procedure, these same values of a, for which the angular accelerations are zero are determined by the
boundaries of forbidden areas. Furthermore for both methods holds that the position of the centre
of mass is of no influence on these boundary values of a, leading to zero angular acceleration.
However, the amplitude of the angular acceleration as a function of a, is influenced by it.

Figure 2.18 shows the calculated values of the normal forces at supports 2 and 3 dependent on a,
(support 1 is retracted). The range where the two normal forces are positive is searched. In this
range the body will stay in contact with both supports.
Successively, the other two supports are repositioned. For every configuration two normal forces
are obtained, dependent on a,. Combining all these lines, values for a, are searched where all
normal forces are larger than zero (if there is such an area). In figure 2.19 all the normal forces are
given as a function of a, and a close up of the interesting part of this figure is given in figure 2.20.
In figure 2.20 it can be seen that with regard to the normal forces the angle of the external force
vector should be between 78 and 150 degrees. In this range all the normal forces at the supports
are positive which is indicating that the body stays in contact with all supports. The range for
a, leading to angular acceleration in the desired direction, was between 103 and 165 degrees and

(Ys, angle of external force [degree]

Figure 2.18: Normal forces as a function of the direction of the external force.
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Figure 2.19: All normal forces at the supports as a function of the angle of the external force.

could be obtained by the analytical as well as the graphical method. Concluding it can be said that
by combining these ranges for a,, the range for a, leading to desired behaviour of the coupling is
£rom 103 to 150 degrees. So when the external force is applied to the centre of mass with an angle
which lies in this range, the object is sliding over the supports towards its desired position.
Looking at the values for a, which lead to the desired behaviour of the sliding body, it can be
observed that this total range is limited by a calculated zero normal force at the supports at one
side (a = 150 degrees). Therefore the total range found with the analytical method is smaller than
the range found with the graphical method. The graphical method does not include the fact that
the body can lose contact with a support and is only looking at the desired direction of rotation
around the pole. In the analytical method, this fact is included and in this specific configuration,
the supports can lose contact with the body, although it is rotating in the desired direction. This is
limiting the range for a, and therefore, the range found with the analytical method can never be
bigger than indicated in the graphical method, only the same or smaller.

Limitation of the came bv normalforces

Cis, angle of external force [degree]

Figure 2.20: Close up of the interesting part of figure 2.19 (a, = 50" - 200").

2.3 The graphical 2D method compared to the analytical 2D method
The two methods for investigating the repositioning behaviour of 2D kinematic couplings, have
both a number of advantages and disadvantages.
First of all, the graphical method is faster and much easier to work with than the analytical method
with force and moment equations. One can quickly and easily see what influence a small change
in the configuration of the problem has. The analytical method is much more abstract. A good
imagination about the repositioning behaviour of the object is needed, before this behaviour can
be improved by changing the parameters.
The graphical method does not include mass or inertia of the object, nor does it give any information on the contact forces between the body and the supports. The analytical method does take
these factors into account and when the considered real object has a large mass or inertia, this
method provides valuable information on jamming behaviour combined with information if the
body stays in contact with all non-retracted supports. It is clear that mass and inertia do not influence the range of a, for suitable angular accelerations, which can be found by both the graphical
method and the analytical method. Only the range of a, giving positive normal forces is influenced
by these factors.
Summarizing, it can be stated that the graphical method gives a quick insight in the problem, but
that it is not complete. The analytical method is much more accurate. So, when a global idea
about the movements of the object is searched, the graphical method is an easy and fast method
to investigate the problem, but in order to check if all normal forces are positive, the analytical
method should be used.

The 3 0 analvtical method
explained with h 2 0 example
In this chapter, the method to examine the repositioning behaviour of 3D kinematic couplings,
used in the 3D analytical method (chapter 4), will be explained with help of a 2D example. In 3D
it is rather difficult to imagine the exact repositioning of a body after a support has been retracted,
while in 2D the movements are obvious most of the time. For this reason, all procedures used in
the 3D method will be applied to this 2D example to give the reader a more imaginable explanation
of the 3D method.
It is strongly suggested to read this chapter for a complete understanding of the 3D method explained in Chapter 4. However, a good informed reader can skip this informative chapter and move
on directly to Chapter 4.

r

Figure 3.1: Frame (F) and Block (B) with contact positions.

In this example, two bodies are used as given in figure 3.1. Body F is the hame with 3 supports.
Body B is a rectangular block, placed on the 3 supports of the frame F.
This example consists of five parts. In the first part, the two bodies are positioned in their starting
situation (situation A in figure 3.2). The block is supported only by supports 1 and 3 (support 2 is
retracted). In situation A the coordinates of the contact points F1 and F3, shown in figure 3.1 are:

In situation B, the frame has been moved in such a way that all supports make contact with the
block, which stays in the original position and orientation. The kinematic equations are given
--.I
:
wmch
describe the moveme~tof the frme, which leads to the rekstzted cmtact with S'LI~POI? 2.
The second part is the description of the movement of the h m e together with the block, back
to the original position, where the block holds its position with respect to the frame (situation
index C). The third part of this chapter describes the method which is used to find the direction
of movement of the block under the influence of an external force. The fourth part considers the
equations of motion which describe if the block will reinstate contact with the retracted support
(under the influence of an external force), while maintaining contact with the other supports. In
this part, the friction less situation is examined. Finally in the fifth part, friction is introduced in
the equations of motion.

-Situation (A)

Situation (B)

Figure 3.2: Situations A, B and C of the frame and block in the 2D example.
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The reader should keep in mind that it is the final objective to reposition the block B, using an
external force on this block B, so that contact is reinstated with support 2 while maintaining contact
with supports 1 and 3 and friction is included in the equations of motion. So the final situation is
situation C, starting from situation A.

3.1 Movement of the frame from situation A to B
Starting in situation A (figure 3.2), supports 1 and 3 stay in contact with block B while they slide
over the surface of B. The frame rotates around pole Pg , until the frame reinstates contact with
the block at support 2 (situation B). Note that the position of the pole is not fixed during rotation
of the frame.
Because supports 1 and 3 stay in contact with the body, the following assumptions can be made:
1. support 1 will not move in y-direction and

2. support 3 will not move in x-direction.
From this it follows that:
YFlA

=YFIB

XF3A = X F ~ B

Going from situation A to situation B, points F1 and F3 undergo the following displacement.

Any arbitrary point on the frame will undergo the displacement:

The displacement of a point on the frame can be seen as the result of a rotation of the frame,
followed by a translation of the fi-ame. For the points F1 and F3 the describing equations are:

The rotation matrix R (parameters Rll , R E , R2 and R22) multiplied with the considered position on the frame in situation A, results in a displacement which is caused by pure rotation $ of
the hame around pole P13. To this displacement a translation [vFx,vFYltis added, where VF,
represents the pure translation of the frame in x-direction and v~~the translation in y-direction.

Mathematically it is possible to decouple these displacements caused by rotation and translation
(note that physically this decoupling is not possible). The new position which is obtained when
only rotation is involved can be described as:

Small angles are assumed ($

<< 1) so the last equation can be approximated by:

The resulting equation for the displacement of a point on the frame when only rotation is involved
equals:

so that the rotation matrix R can be identified as:

For points F1 and F3, the total displacement caused by rotation (4) followed by translation (v) is:

(3.5) and (3.6) show 4 equations which contain 5 unknowns which are collected in vector z':

and are therefore not solvable. However, one of these unknowns can be given a value to be able
to calculate the other unknowns. The correct positive or negative sign in front of vector z' wiil be
determined in section 3.3. At this point, the magnitude of the vector Z is not relevant.

3.2 Movement of the frame and the block to situation C
An arbitrary point on the frame will undergo the following displacement going fi-om situation A
to situation B:

This equation is rewritten to obtain the position of a point on the frame in situation C (which is
the same position as in situation A for points on the frame) given the position of the point on the
frame in situation B.
1 -9

Note that these equations can also be applied to calculate a position on the block in situation C,
given a position on the block in situation B (or situation A). This can be done because the block
makes the same movement as the frame going from situation B to situation C.

3.3 Defining the direction of movement of the block
Because the value of one of the five unknowns in vector z' is chosen by the user, the possible
direction of the resulting movement of the block (using (3.8)) can either be in the desired direction
(the block will reinstate contact with support 2) or in the exact opposite direction.

Situation A

Figure 3.3: Parameters used to define the desired movement.

In figure 3.3, two vectors are shown which can be used to define the direction of movement of the
block. & is the direction vector of the point on the block which has to reinstate contact with the
support. To construct this vector, the starting position (index A) and the final position (index C) of
candidate point B2 are used. As stated before, to be able to calculate the final position of this point,
the user makes a choice for one of the unknowns in vector 2. This makes the direction vector 4 user
defined. Zis the normal force direction vector through support 2, which is defined geometrically.
When the desired direction of the block is towards support 2, the dotproduct between these two
vectors has to be negative.

In this way the correct sign of icand vector Z can be found.

Situation A

Figure 3.4: Direction of the external force Fs and translation of attachment point P

The following procedure can be used to find a suitable attachment point for the external force and
a suitable direction of this force. In figure 3.4 the direction vector iFs
is constructed out of the new
and old positions of a chosen attachment point of the external vector. Note that the correct sign of
&s is known now. The direction vector of the external force is indicated with
= &Tis. The dot
product between these two vectors has to be positive when the block moves towards the retracted
support, because the work done by the external force is positive.

3.4

Solving the equations of motion

In Chapter 2, the general force and moment equations were already defined. Here, they are repeated here for the fi-iction less situation in a slightly different form:

In (3.10) the vectors 2, are used which indicate the direction of the considered moment around
poie Pu . To calculate these vectors G,, the cross product is calculated of the a m vector Fx, which
indicates the dn-ection and distance between the considered position and the pole PB and the unit
force direction vector ii, present at the considered position.

This calculated vector 2, multiplied with the magnitude of the corresponding force results in a real
moment. Note that the moments as a result of the normal forces Fl and F3 are equal to zero. The
force vectors of these normal forces point directly towards the pole and are therefore not applying
a moment around it. Furthermore, vector 2, is not calculated with the cross product between force
and arm vector. This vector is either in the e, or in the -e, direction. The minus sign is dependent
on the sign of 4 which has to be positive.
In (3.9) and (3.10), all direction vectors of all forces and accelerations are known because some of
them are chosen by the user and the others can be calculated as shown in the previous part of this
appendix. The only unknowns in these equations are the normal forces Fl and F3, the magnitude
of the inertial force on the block a c and
~ the angular acceleration around the pole PB: $13 . These

are 4 unknowns, but only 3 equations are present (2 force equations and 1 moment equation). To
make this system solvable, an additional kinematic relation between a c and
~ & should be used.

Figure 3.5: Defining the ratio between the acceleration vectors.

The relation between the angular acceleration & around pole Po and the linear acceleration a c M
is:

where s c is~the displacement of the centre of mass and $n is the rotation around the pole, after
a certain time t. Note that for a certain @ and v, SCM can be found using (3.8). (3.1 1) is found
by integrating the moment and force equations twice and eliminate the time t from it by dividing
them through each other.

where

where

&tit

= F1Zl

+F3& +&&

By integrating twice numerator and denominator both on the left hand side and on the right hand
side of (3.16) with zero initial conditions and under assumption that M, and F, are constant, the
following result is found:

Combining (3.16) and (3.17) results in:

The 4 unknowns (Fl, F3, aCM and & ) can now be solved with the 4 found equations (3.9), (3.10)
and (3.1 1j. Note that an appropriate choice of the attachment point and direction of the external
force should result in positive values for Fl and F3, which guarantee that contact between the block
and the frame for supports 1 and 3 is maintained.

3.5 Including friction in the equations of motion
Friction can lead to jamming behaviour of the block. So the last step is including fiiction in the
equations of motion, so equations (3.9) and (3.10) should be expanded with friction terms. The
method to do this is explained in this section.
The following assumptions are made:
1. the block will move in the same direction as in the case without friction (because the block
will stay in contact with all supports = 1 DOF)
2. the (Coulomb) friction force will be equal to p.F, (Fa= normal force in a support) (if the
force would be lower, the block would not move at that point.)
The direction of all friction forces (74,) at the supports are found by subtracting the new calculated
positions (situation C) from the original contact positions of the block (situation A or B). For this
2D example this means that the friction vectors are perpendicular to the normal direction force
vectors at the supports, and are still in the xy-plane. The next step is multiplying these found
fiiction unit vectors with the friction coefficient p and then add this value to the original unit
vector of the normal force at the support:

The resulting force equation is:

&$,

+F3Z3,,,

+&?is

=

= mac&t

(3.19)

The direction vectors of the combined normal and fiiction forces at the supports are different
compared to the friction less situation. As a result, the moment vectors in the moment equation
have also been changed:

Note that in (3.20) the normal forces Fl and F3result in a moment that is not equal to zero (as
was the case in (3.10)), because now the direction vector is not pointing exactly towards the pole
anymore.
Again, using (3.1 1) and using the force and moment equations with friction included ((3.19) and
(3.20)), the magnitudes of the forces at the supports can be calculated (Fl and F3). Together with
the magnitude of the angular acceleration
and linear acceleration a c of~the centre of mass.

4;

Repositioning of
3 0 Kinematic Couplings
In this chapter an analytical method will be discussed for the analysis of repositioning 3-dimensional
lunematic couplings. In this analysis, the movement of a rectangular block (figure 4. l), which will
be repositioned from 5 to 6 supports (figure 4.2), will be investigated. In the desired end position,
the coupling is statically determined because all degrees of freedom are fixed. In the start position
one of the supports is retracted from the block and the analytical method will be used to investigate
whether or not the block will slide over the remaining 5 supports towards the retracted support and
reinstate contact with it.
For a complete understanding of the analytical 3D method discussed in this chapter, it is strongly
suggested to study the previous Chapter 3 first. In this Chapter, the analytical 3D method is
explained with the help of a 2D example.
An analytical method for investigating the repositioning behaviour of a rectangular block at 6
supports was present at Philips CFT in the form of a Matlab file, but this method was not explored
yet.

The next section gives an extensive explanation of the analytical 3D method. Eecause the anaiytical3D method is not simply the extension of the analytical 2D method discussed in chapter 2, the
two are compared in section 4.2 using a 2D example. Finally, in section 4.3 the advantages and
disadvantages of the analytical 3D method are discussed.

4.1 Analytical 3D Method
In the 2D analytical method (see chapter 2) all direction vectors of all forces working on the object
are known. In 2D, there is no need to define the movement of the block at forehand, because it
is not difficult to see the desired direction of movement of the object. In a 3D environment,
the desired movement of the block is not very transparent when one support is retracted, so not
all direction vectors of all forces are known. Therefore, this movement of the block has to be
calculated before the force and moment equations can be formulated and solved. To do this, three
situations are considered:

1. the block and the frame have contact at 5 supports, one support is retracted a small distance
away from the block (situation A),

2. the frame moves in such a way that the retracted support reinstates contact with the block,
which hold its position (situation B),
3. the bIock and the frame move back together, towards the original position of the frame,
holding the same position with respect to each other (situation C).

Thus the position of the block in situation B is identical to the position of the block in situation A,
and the position of the hame in situation C is identical to the position of the frame in situation A .

Figure 4.1 : Schematic representation of the block and the frame.

Figure 4.2: Positions of the contact points between block and frame.
As an example the case where support Fyl is retracted in positive y-direction will be discussed. The
positions on the frame that make contact with the block will be called Fxl, Fyl etc. The positions
on the block that make contact with the supports will be called Bxl, Byl etc. The coordinates of
the positions considered in situation A in this example are:

The analytical 3D method considers three situations of the block and the frame as enumerated
above. In section 4.1.1, the movement of the frame will be described when it reinstates contact

with the retracted support, going from situation A to situation B. Section 4.1.2 describes the motion
of the fiame together with the block when they move from situation B to situation C. In section
4.1.3, the method is explained to find the correct direction of movement of the block and to find
the correct attachment point and direction of the external force which realizes this correct motion.
Section 4.1.4 considers the equations of motion for this example. These describe if the block
will reinstate contact with the retracted support (under the influence of an external force), while
maintaining contact with the other supports. Here, the frictionless situation is examined. Finally,
in section 4.1.5, friction is introduced in the equations of motion.

4.1.1 Frame movement to reinstate contact with the block
Going from situation A to situation B, the frame moves around the block and reinstates contact
with the retracted support yl. Because all supports except the retracted support y l will have to stay
in contact with the block during its movement, the following assumptions can be made:
0

The xl-support will have to remain in the yz-plane (of the original coordinate system) to
remain in contact with the block,

0

the y2-support needs to remain in the xz-plane,

o

and the z-supports (zl ,z2 and 2:) remain in the xy-plane of the original coordinate system.

From this, it follows that:
XFxlA

= XFxlB

It can be stated that going from situation A to situation B, any arbitrary position on the hame will
undergo the displacement:

The displacemellt of a point on the frame can be seen as the result of a rotation of the frame,
followed by a translation of the frame. For the positions Fxl and Fzlthe describing equations are
(for the other three positions Fy2, and & similar equations hold):

e2

The rotation matrix R (parameters Rn to R3 ) multiplied with the considered position on the frame
in situation A, result in a displacement which is caused by pure rotation of the frame. To this

displacement a translation [vFx,V F ~ vFzIt
,
is added, where the three components of this columnmatrix represent the pure translation of the frame. Mathematically it is possible to decouple these
displacements caused by rotation and translation (note that physically this is not possible).
Using the coordinate system given in figure 4.1, the rotation matrix R, describing a rotation around
the z-axis over an angle c can be written as:

Small rotations are assumed (c + 0), so cos(c) E 1 and sin(c) % c. The rotation matrix R, can
now be written as:

Using the same procedure, the rotation matrices Ry and R, describing a rotation around the y-axis
and the x-axis respectively, can be written as:

where b is the rotation angle around the y-axis and a is the rotation angle around the x-axis.
To find the total rotation matrix Rp,these three matrices are multiplied:

Here, second order terms (like ab) are neglected.
Note that the eigenvector l ( a ,b, c)' of Rp has the corresponding eigenvalue 1, which indicates that
the rotation axis is ;t(a& + bZy cZz)

+

An arbitrary new position on the frame (in situation B) which is obtained when only rotation is
involved can be described as:
(&)B

=R ~ ( & ) A

The resulting equation for the displacement of a point on the frame when only rotation is involved
equals:
0 -c
(4.5)

so that the rotation matrix R can be identified as:

An arbitrary position on the frame will undergo the following total displacement, going from
situation A to situation B:

For the positions Fxl and Fzl,the total displacement caused by rotation and followed by translation
is:
0
(4.8)

(4.8) and (4.9) show 6 equations. Together with the equations for the supports Fy2, Fz2 and
Fzg, a total of 3x5=15 equations is available. The total number of unknowns in these equations
is 16, collected in column z below. The 15 equations are not solvable at this point. Therefore,
one of the unknowns can be given a value to be able to calculate the other unknowns. Note that
with this procedure, the ratio between all the unknowns can be calculated. This means that the
resulting displacement vectors can either have a positive or a negative value, resulting in two
possible directions for all forces and displacement vectors in the equations. The correct sign of
vector z' will be determined in section 4.1.3. At this point, the magnitude of the vector 2 is not
relevant.

z+ =

4.1.2 Movement of the frame and block to the starting position of the frame
Going from situation B to situation C, the block and frame make an identical movement, holding
their position with respect to each other. Recall that the frame is in situation C in the same position
as in situation A. The block is in situation B in the same position as in situation A.

Because the frame in situation A has the same position as in situation C, equation 4.7 can also be
written as:

[z]
I::[ I : [
-

=

+

[i

:a]

This equation is rewritten to obtain the position on the frame in situation C (or situation A) given
the position of this point in situation B.

Note that these equations can also be applied to calculate a position on the block in situation C
given a position on the block in situation B (or situation A), because the block makes the same
movement as the hame going from situation B to situation C.

4.1.3 Direction of movement
Because the value (and sign) of one of the 15 unknowns in vector z' is chosen by the user, the
possible direction of the resulting movement of the block (using (4.12)) can either be in the desired
direction (the block will reinstate contact with support 2) or in the exact opposite direction. For
clarity, the method is explained using a 2D example (see also Appendix 3).

Situation A

Figure 4.3: Parameters used to define the desired movement.

In figure 4.3, two vectors are shown which can be used to define the direction of movement of
the block. dc is the direction vector of the candidate point B2 on the block which may reinstate

contact with the support. To construct this vector, the starting position (index A) and the final
position (index C) of candidate point B2 are used. As stated before, to be able to calculate the final
position of this point, the user makes a choice for one of the unknowns in vector 2. This makes the
direction vector user defined. n' is the normal force direction vector through support 2, which
is defined geometrically. When the desired direction of the block is towards support 2, the dot
product between these two vectors has to be negative.

In this way the correct sign of JCand vector z' can be found.

Situation A

Figure 4.4: Direction of the external force Fsand translation of attachment point P.

The following procedure can be used to find a suitable attachment point for the external force and
a suitable direction of this force. In figure 4.4 the direction vector &s is constructed out of the new
and old positions of a chosen attachment point of the external vector. Note that the correct sign of
iFs
is known now. The vector of the external force is indicated with & = &?is. The dot product
between these two vectors has to be positive when the block moves towards the retracted support,
because the work done by the external force is positive.

At this point it is known into which direction the block will accelerate under the influence of the
applied external force &. This information is needed to solve the equations of motion, given in
the next section.

4.1.4 Solving the equations of motion
The force vector equation of this 3D example (supportyl is retracted) is in the frictionless situation:

All magnitudes of the forces present in the lefthand side of 4.12 are multiplied by their (already
calculated) unit direction vectors Fix. The sign of unit vector n', will be chosen so that aCM is
positive.

On the lefthand side of (4.13) the vectors 2, are used which indicate the direction of the considered
moment around pole PB . To calculate these vectors G,, the cross product is calculated of the
arm vector T",, which indicates the direction and distance between the considered support and the
position for which the equilibrium of moments is calculated, and the unit force direction vector 2,
present at the considered position.

Note that vector 6,in general is not a unit vector. So, a calculated vector &, multiplied with the
magnitude of the corresponding force results in a moment.
Vector Gt on the right hand side of (4.13) is a unit vector and equal to

The sign of 2, is chosen so that
rotation.

4is positive. J, is the mass moment of inertia around the point of

In (4.12) and (4.13), all direction vectors of all forces and accelerations are known because some
of them are chosen by the user and the others can be calculated as shown in the previous part of
this chapter. The only unknowns in these equations are the magnitudes of the normal forces at
all remaining supports (Fxl,Fy2,Fzl, Fz2,Fz3), the magnitude of the acceleration of the centre of
mass of the block a c and
~ the magnitude of the angular acceleration These are 7 unknowns,
but only 6 equations are present (3 force equations and 3 moment equations). To make this system
solvable, an additional kinematic relation between the magnitude of the acceleration of the centre
of mass UCM and the angular acceleration 6 should be used.

4.

The relation between the magnitude of the angular acceleration 6 and the magnitude of the linear
acceleration a c can
~ be written as:

where, SCM is the magnitude of the displacement of the centre of mass and (I = Ja2 + b2 + c2 is
the magnitude of the rotation, after a certain repositioning time t . Note that for a certain a, b, c
(and thus @)and v, SCM can be found using (4.1 1).

it is possible to write:
and by introducing:

it is possible to write:

M, = J$
Now also the following holds:

M
-fi

J6

-

maCM

By integrating twice numerator and denominator both on the left hand side and on the right hand
side of (4.19) with zero initial conditions and under assumption that Mt and F, are constant, the
following result is found:

Combining (4.19) and (4.20) results in (4.14).

4)

K ; ,&, -Q),a c m~d c m now be solved with the 7 found equations
E ~
The 7 U P ~ ~ O W(&,
(4.12), (4.13) and (4.14). Note that an appropriate choice of the attachment point and direction
of the external force should result in positive values for the normal forces at the supports, which
guarantee that contact between the block and the frame for the remaining supports (all but the
retracted support y l ) is maintained.
4.1.5

Including friction in the equations of motion

Friction can lead to jamming behaviour of the block. So the last step is including friction in the
equations of motion, so (4.12) and (4.13) should be expanded with friction terms.
The following assumptions are made:
1. the block will move in the same direction as in the model without friction (because the block
will stay in contact with all supports = 1 DOF)
2. the friction force will be equal to p.Fn (F,= normal force in a support) (if the force would
be lower, the block would not move at that point.)
The directions of all friction forces (Z,) at the supports are found by subtracting the new calculated
positions (situation C) from the original contact positions of the block. The next step is multiplying
these found friction unit vectors with the friction coefficient p and the magnitude of the normal
force Fn and then add this vector to the original vector of the normal force.

The resulting force equation is:

The direction vectors of the combined normal and friction forces at the supports are different
compared to the frictionless situation. As a result, the moment vectors in the moment equation
have also been changed. For the moment equation can be written:

Using (4.14) and using the force and moment equations with friction included ((4.21) and (4.22)),
the magnitudes of the forces at the supports can be calculated. Together with the magnitude of the
angular accelerations (a, b and c) and the linear acceleration aCM of the centre of mass.

4.2 Comparing the analytical 2D and 3D method
In this section, the analytical 2D and 3D method will be compared using a 2D example, for a
homogeneous rectangular block (see figure 4.5). The graphical method is not included here. As
explained in Chapter 2 the 2D analytical method is more complete than the graphical method
because in the analytical method, the normal forces on the supports are also taken into account.
These calculated normal forces are used to compare the analytical 2D and 3D methods.

+

The external force = F,(cos as& sina,Z''), is acting on the centre of mass of the block. The
influence of the direction of the external force (a,, see figure 4.5) on the normal forces will be
investigated. The block will only move in the xy-plane, which means that when using the 3D
model, the normal forces of the z-supports will be zero.

Figure 4.5: The 2D and 3 0 blocks used to compare the analytical 2D and 3D methods.

Pvoperties of the setup
Mass of 2D and 3D block I
m h l n r k = 5 k~
Inertia
I JCM= 3 kam2
p = 0.11 [-I
Friction parameter
Magnitude external force I
Fy=lN
In Appendix D.2 and E the Matlab program files are given which are used to obtain results from
both methods. The results are given in figures 4.6a and b and figure 4.7, where respectively support
xl, y2 and yl have been retracted. When looking at figure 4.6a, a very good resemblance can be
seen between the 2D and 3D analytical methods, in the range for a, between 90" and 270". For
the other two poles, this range is located between 180" and 360". These ranges are the ranges
for a, where the block is moving in the desired direction due to the external force. Discrepancies
between the methods occur when the block is moving in a non-desirable direction.

The difference between the methods lies in the definition of the fiiction force vector. In the implementation of the 2D model in a Matlab file, the direction of friction is defined with help of the
desired direction of acceleration around all poles. This direction is fixed during the whole calculation and therefore independent of the direction the external force vector. The direction of the
fiiction vectors is not updated when the block moves into the non-desirable direction. Therefore,
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Figure 4.6: a. 2D and 3D results for Pole 12 ;b. 2D and 3D results for Pole 13.
Cornoarinq 2Dwith 3D - Pole 23

Figure 4.7: 2D and 3D results for Pole 23.
due to the way of implementation, the 2D analytical method is only valid when the block moves
in a desired direction.
In the 3D analytical method, for every angle of the external force, the movement of the block is
calculated. When this movement is known, the direction of the £iiction force is defined and is
updated for every angle of the external force.

Physically the predicted values can be explained quite easily. For example, figure 4.6a shows the
normal forces at supports y l and y2 during repositioning when support xl is retracted. For a, =
180°, both normal forces are zero. At this point, the direction of the external force is horizontal,
pointing towards support xl. Because no forces in y-direction are present, both normal forces
at the y-supports are equal to zero. When a, is equal to 270°, both normal forces are at their
maximum, because the external force is now complete vertically. Now it can easily be seen that
in the range for a, of 90" to 270°, the block is moving into the desired direction (towards support
3). However, only in the range from 180" to 270°, the block remains in contact with the remaining
supports, so both normal forces are positive.
The difference in the magnitude of the predicted normal forces is explained by the position of the
centre of mass, which is not exactly between the two y-supports. For the other figures, similar

physical interpretations can be given.
The very small discrepancies that still can be seen between the 2D and 3D method if the block
is moving in the desired direction, are of an unknown origin. Although these are small, it is
recommended to investigate the origin of these discrepancies in the future.

4.3 Advantages and disadvantages of the analytical 3D method
The 3D analytical model is a complete method to investigate the repositioning behaviour of 3D
couplings of rectangular shape placed on 6 supports. When one of the supports is retracted a small
distance the desired repositioning direction of the coupling can be determined in order to reinstate
contact with this retracted support. An appropriate attachment point and direction of the external
force which can realize this can be determined. Moreover, the initial normal forces that occur in
the remaining five supports can be determined and should be positive in order to remain in contact
with the coupling.
A disadvantage of the method is, that the output only consists of numbers. The interpretation of
these numbers can be difficult when the user is not very well informed about what is calculated
by the method and how this is done. Development of a better user interface between the program
files and the actual user may simplify this interpretation.
To verify if all the developed methods predict the movement of the block and accompanying
normal forces at the supports in the correct way, experiments will be carried out. a confrontation
between theoretical results and results from these experiments can be found in the next chapters.

Experimental validation

To verify the analytical methods expiained in chapter 2 and 4 for describing repositioning behaviour of kinematic couplings in 2D and 3D, an experimental setup has been designed and constructed. In section 5.1 the design process of the experimental setup is first explained in detail.
Subsequently, in section 5.2 some preliminary experimental results are discussed. In sections 5.3
and 5.5 respectively 2D and 3D experiments are compared with analytical results. Finally, in
section 5.6 some conclusions will be drawn.

5.1 Design of the experimental setup
The experimental setup consists of two parts: a square block representing the body of the coupling
and a frame which is needed for the attachment of the supports. The design process will be discussed in three steps: first, the fi-ame will be discussed, second, the supports mounted on the frame
are considered (5 measurement supports and 1 retractable support). Finally the characteristics of
the block and the total assembly will be given.

5.1.1 Design of the Frame
A schematic representation of the frame is given in figure 5.1 a. The fi-ame is constructed of three
separate steel plates: one floor panel and two side panels. The details of the design can be found
in appendix F.

The frame has to be sufficiently stiff to carry the load on the supports, but next to that it is desirable
that the supports can be positioned on different positions on the frame to perform different measurements. Various holes and slots are drilled in the fiame for the attachment of these supports.
Furthermore, the frame does not have a fixture to the ground, which means that it can be positioned in any desired orientation. Given the fact that in the experiments gravity is used as closing
force, rotation of the frame makes it possible to define the direction of this force on the setup. The
frame is designed primarily for 3D measurements, however when attaching 3 supports at positions
1, 2 and 3 (see figure 5.la), the hame can be used for 2D measurements as well. A picture of the
constructed frame is given in figure 5. lb.

Figure 5.1: a. Schematic representation of the frame; b. Picture of the frame as constructed.

5.1.2 Design of the measuring supports
In the design of the supports the following requirements are considered:
1. It must be possible to mount the supports on the frame at different positions, so that different
measuring configurations can be examined.
2. The normal force at each support has to be measured.
A schematic drawing of the supports is given in figure 5.2, a detail drawing with all dimensions
has been included in Appendix F.

Figure 5.2: Schematic representation and picture of the support with built-in force sensor.
To satisfy the first requirement above, the supports are built in a box (indicated with A in figure
5.2) which can be mounted on the frame at different positions.
The second requirement, to be able to measure the normal force at the support, is fulfilled by
including a force sensor into the design (l3). This sensor (Kistler type: 9011A) is a piezo-electric

device. Unfortunately, this sensor does not show linear measuring behaviour at small loads. To
exclude this non-linear behaviour, the sensor is prestressed. Two stiff objects, in this case the
bottom of the sensor box and a loose aluminium block (C), are chosen to prestress the sensor
with a bolt (D). Between the head of this bolt and the bottom of the box, five disc springs (E) are
included which lower the total stifkess of the bolt with the springs. Hence, the stiffness of the
bolt is not a disturbing factor while measuring the normal force on the support. To make sure that
only the normal force at the support is measured, the sensor has to be loaded only in z-direction.
Two leaf springs (F) attached to the support, eliminate disturbing forces into other directions. The
steel thin rod ((3) has only stiffness in exact z-direction and is therefore only able to pass on forces
in this direction. The actual contact area @
which
I)
is made of steel, makes contact with the other
part of the coupling and is placed in the center of an aluminium block (I). On the other side of
this block, the normal force is passed on to the thin rod. The aluminium block (J) stabilizes the
thin rod on the force sensor while loading the support. Finally, the aluminium block (K) is used to
mount the leaf springs to the surrounding box.
With the thin rod (G) under the support, the third requirement is solved, which is including a
security measure into the design. When the rod is loaded over its maximum loading capability,
it bends (figure 5.3). At that point, no force can be conducted on the force sensor anymore. The
maximum loading capability of the rod lies far below the sensor range and is therefore a sufficient
security measure.

Figure 5.3: Normal (left) and buckled (right) rod due to excessive force on the support.

5.1.3 Design of the retractable support
The next important issue is that the user is able to retract one support. Only a very small movement
(f2 mm) of this support is necessary. The retractable support is designed with an adjustable height
in z-direction (figure 5.4).
The retractable support has to satisfy the following demands:

1. The support should make a translation in z-direction only.
2. This translation must be adjustable.
3. Executing a translation must be easy.
The parts A, F, H, I and K in figure 5.4 fulfill the same function as in the non-adjustable (measuring) supports (figure 5.2) and have identical dimensions. Furthermore, the bolt (D) is used to

Figure 5.4: Schematic representation of the retractable support.
adjust the height of the support in z-direction and is therefore loaded during experiments. Unfortunately, this load will not be in exact z-direction at ail times, so the rod (Gj needs to be stiff in
all directions (not only in z-direction) and has a larger diameter (d = 2 mm) than in the case of a
measurement support. The aluminium block (J) stabilizes the rod on the bottom of the box when
the support is fully retracted.

5.1.4 Characteristics of the block and assembly of the total experimental setup
Five measuring supports and the retractable support are connected to the frame as shown in figure
5.5. To complete the kinematic coupling, a body that will be repositioned is needed. A rectangular
block is chosen.

Figure 5.5: Frame with mounted supports.
The block to be repositioned is made of aluminium (200x150~85mrn). This material is quite soft
compared to the steel of the supports. Sliding over the supports may cause damage to the surface
of the block resulting in measurement errors. Therefore two sets of plates are made which can
be mounted on the block (figure 5.6). The first set is made of steel, the second of aluminium.
With these different sets, it is possible to vary the fiction coefficient between the block and the

supports, which may be interesting in a study to jamming behaviour. In addition, damage to both
sets of plates can also be examined. A picture of the whole setup is presented in figure 5.7.

Figure 5.6: Aluminium block with two sets of plates.

Figure 5.7: All components of the experimental setup (with plates attached to the block).
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5.2 Preliminary experiments
To eliminate as many errors as possible, various calibrations and preliminary measurements on the
setup are made. The following items are examined:

0

The magnitude and position of the attachment point of the closing force. Related to this
force are the mass of the block with plates and the mass moments of inertia of block -&El
plates are investigated.

0

Friction between the supports and the plates on the block.

0

Calibration of the sensors of the measuring supports.

Using an example, it will be explained which data collected in a dynamic repositioning experiment
should be compared with results hom the analytical methods.

5.2.1 Magnitude and position of attachment point of the closing force, with related
mass and mass moments of inertia of the block with plates
In the experiments, gravity is used as closing force. The mass of the object is therefore directly
related to the magnitude of the closing force1. The mass m depends on which set of plates is
mounted on the block. Because gravity always works on the center of mass of the object, also the
attachment point of this closing force is defined.
The mass of the block and plates is measured by a simple weighting. Next to that, a model of the
block with attached plates is made in Unigraphics. From this model similar results are obtained
for the mass of the block and the attached plates, as indicated in the tables below:

Measured mass
Block with aluminium plates mblock = 6.9 kg
Block with steel plates
mblock = 8.5 kg

Mass according to the Unigvaphics model
Block with aluminium plates mbIock = 6.948 kg
WZblock = 8.489 kg
Block with steel plates

The plates are only present at three sides of the block, so the centre of mass is not exactly in
the geometrical centre of the block. The Unigraphics model of the block is used to find this new
centre of mass and the mass moments of inertia around all principle axes which are presented in
the tables below. Note that the origin of the used coordinate system is located at the intersection
point of the three plates at the corner of the block.
' ~ o t ethat in section 2.2 the external force gSwas distinguished from the gravity force mg, but that both forces result
in comparable terms in the right hand side of the equations of motion (2.14). S_o in (2.14) = 0. In chapter 3, gravity
was not explicitly included in the equations of motion (4.21) and (4.22), here Fs = mg should be used.

fi

Properties for the block with aluminium plates attached
Position of the centre of mass [ml
- = 95.94. 10-3
y = 70.50. lop3
z = 37.41 .
Moments of inertia [kgm2]
I, = 17.4. lop3
I, = 27.8. lop3
IT7= 36.8. lop3
Propertiesfor the block with steel plates attached
Position of the centre of mass [m]
x = 92.76.

Moments of inertia [kgm2]
I, = 23.4. lop3

5.2.2 Friction measurement between the block and the supports
Next, the friction coefficient between the body and the supports is measured. The block is placed
on 3 supports and is loaded on one side with an increasing force Fin,, until it starts to move (see
figure 5.8). The static friction forces Fw at the supports are equal to the increasing force Fin, at
the moment the block starts to move. The friction force depend on the normal forces, caused by
gravity. Now the following can be stated:

where m is the mass of the block, which is already measured. g is the gravitational acceleration
and F,,, is the measured increasing force on the block. Now it is possible to caledate the static
friction coefficient p for respectively steel and aluminium plates mounted on the block. Note that
the block should only translate over the supports without rotation, in order to avoid measurement
errors.
Aluminium plates
Steel plates

p
p

= 0.1 1

[-I

= 0.14

[-I

5.2.3 Calibration of the force sensors
The Kistler force sensors are calibrated in a non-prestressed state. Because in the experimental
setup the sensors are prestressed, they have to be calibrated again in this state.
The Kistler sensor which has to be calibrated is put in series with a calibrated sensor under a
mechanical press (see figure 5.9). When the press is used to put a force on the two sensors, the

top view

side view

Figure 5.8: Schematic representation of the setup for hiction measurements.

output signals horn both sensors are measured and compared. It is assumed that the sensors and
the parts used to prestress the Kistler sensor, do not dissipate energy. Now the output signals from
the two sensors have to be the same. For the Kistler sensor a value can be obtained, which is
needed to multiply the output with to get the same measurement values as the calibrated sensor.
This procedure is repeated for every Kistler force sensor, so for every sensor a unique calibration
value is found.

Mechanical press

1

Calibrated force sensor

Kistler force sensor

Figure 5.9: Schematic representation of the setup for calibrating the Kistler sensors.

5.2.4 A dynamic 2D repositioning experiment
It must be noted that in the analytical method only the moment that repositioning starts is examined. The repositioning experiment on the other hand, is obviously a dynamic process. So, when
comparing analytical and experimental results, it is important that the correct point in time is chosen from the measured signals. Using a 2D example, some typical normal force measurement
signals will be discussed.
In the following example (figure 5.10) the fiame and the block are rotated 30" so that the angle of
the external force vector a, = 240" (right figure 5.10). Note that in the default position, a, = 270"
(left figure 5.10). Support 1 and 3 are force measuring supports, support 2 is the retractable
support. For the 2D repositioning experiment, support 2 is retracted a small distance away £rom
the block at a very high speed, so the block will not be able to follow this movement. Theoretically
(according to the 2D analytical method), the block will rotate around pole PD towards the retracted
support. While it rotates, the normal forces on supports 1 and 3 are measured. Eventually, the
block bounces on the retracted support and the measurement ends.

Figure 5.10: Values for a, for different rotations of the block.
The normal forces at supports 1 and 3 during the repositioning experiment will look like the signals
as given in figure 5.11. The normal force at support 1 is higher than the force on support 3, because
the total weight of the block is not distributed equally over both supports.

Figure 5.1 1: Dynamic normal forces at support 1 and 3 during a 2D repositioning experiment.
At the starting time, the block rests on all three supports and is not moving. Obviously, in 2

dimensions, three supports will result in a statically determinate configuration. At time point
support 2 is retracted a small distance away from the block and the block will start to move
towards the new position of the retracted support. Apparently, jamming does not occur since the
block starts moving immediately after retraction. The measured normal forces shift towards an
almost constant value during the movement of the block. This value is almost constant because
the contact surface is smooth and the block only rotates slightly. The almost constant value of the
normal forces is reached at t 2 . At t3 the block bounces on the retracted support which results in
vibrations in the frame and in high frequent oscillations with high peaks in the measured normal
forces. Finaiiy, at t4 the block is in contact with all three supports again. The start values for the
normal forces (t < tl) will be almost equal to the end values (t > t4) if support 2 is retracted over
a very small distance.
tl

From the signal characteristics as shown in figure 5.11, the value of the normal forces at supports
1 and 3 during repositioning of the block (so the actual sliding of the block towards the retracted
support) can be determined; this is the nearly constant value of the measured normal forces between points t 2 and t3. Here the block is sliding with a nearly constant acceleration towards the
retracted support 2. Theoretically, the equations of motion in the analytical methods are valid for
the time t = t2.

5.3 Validation of the 2D methods
The experiments for validating the 2D graphical and analytical methods are described in this section. Per retracted support (or per pole), the normal forces measured at the supports are compared
with the predicted normal forces in the 2D analytical method. The results that are obtained from
these repositioning experiments are discussed at the end of this section.

5.3.1 Plan for the 2D repositioning experiments
The 2D repositioning experiments that are done on the experimental setup consist of four parts:
1. The analytical 2D method is used to predict the repositioning behaviour of the block, for
every pole over the whole range of the external force vector a, (0' to 360').

2. For every pole, the unique range for a, is searched where the block is moving in the desired
direction while maintaining contact with the remaining supports (all normal forces at the
supports are larger than zero).

3. The actual repositioning experiment is carried out

a The experimental setup is rotated, so that gravity is in this desired range for a,.
b The retractable support is retracted.
c The normal forces at the remaining supports are measured during repositioning of the
block.
4. The measured normal forces are compared with the results of the analytical 2D method.
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Figure 5.12: a. Normal forces on the supports ; b. Angular acceleration around the poles

5.4 2D analytical approach considering all poles simultaneously
In this section the configuration schematically shown in figure 5.13 will be investigated. Figure
5. la shows the corresponding positions of the supports on the frame. The range for a, is searched
for which the block will always move into the desired direction (angular accelerations are positive
then) and for which the normal forces of the remaining supports are positive, independent on
which support is retracted. The 2D analytical method is used to obtain figures 5.12 and 5.14 for
the experimental rectangular block on 3 supports with respectively aluminium and steel plates
mounted on it. The appropriate range for a, with aluminium plates attached to the block is 215" 260" (see figures 5.12a and b). The appropriate range for a, when the steel plates are mounted on
the block is 219" to 259" (see figures 5.14a and b).

Figure 5.13: Schematic representation of the configuration used for the 2D experiments.
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Note that the angular acceleration around pole 12 is zero at all times for both sets of plates attached
to the block. Only a translational acceleration is present when pole 12 is examined (the block is
sliding over supports 1 and 2, so is only making a translational acceleration over these supports).
The right vertical lines in figures 5.12b and 5.14b at 263.5' and 262" respectively are the values
for a, where this translational acceleration with respect to pole 12 is equal to zero.
Normal Forces at the suppolts with steel plates on the block

r

rd"

Angular acc. around all poles - steel plates

as,Angle of external force [degree]

Figure 5.14: a. Normal forces on the supports ;b. Angular acceleration around the poles
When only a single pole is considered, the suitable range for a, is larger than when all poles are
considered at the same time. In the repositioning experiments discussed in the next sections, these
suitable ranges per pole are considered, because the support that is retracted is already defined,
and thus also the corresponding pole.
When using these unique poles, the following important warning should be kept in mind:
when the suitable range for a single pole is considered, the block may start to move without
retracting any support. (This is caused by a negative angular acceleration around other poles
than the considered one.) So using larger rangesfor a, than the ones stated above may result in
other experimental results than expected. So only the measurement results that are obtained in the
rangesfor a, as stated above are valid and can be used to validate the analytical 2D method The
measurement results outside these ranges indeed give more information about the repositioning
behaviour of the block, but these results have to be interpreted with care.

In all figures in the following sections the 'safe' range for a, determined above will be indicated
with vertical lines. As stated before for steel, the range for a, is 219' to 259' and for aluminium
the range for a, is 215" to 260".

5.4.1 Validation of the 2 0 analytical method; Pole P13
In this case support 2 is retracted. Using the 2D analytical method, the appropriate range for a, is
searched for which the block is rotating around pole Plj in the desired direction, while maintaining
contact with supports 1 and 3 (see figure 5.15). The range for a, where the acceleration around
pole PB is positive and the normal forces on supports 1 and 3 are positive is 174" to 259" for
steel plates attached to the block. For aluminium plates the range for a, is 175" to 260". The
measurements are carried out in these ranges.
The important warning in the previous section is kept in mind and the safe range for a,, where
all angular accelerations around all poles and all normal forces are positive is indicated in figures

5.15a and b with vertical lines. Note that the measurements that are carried out outside this range
have to be considered with care.
The experiment is carried out as explained in section 5.3.1. The block is positioned on all three
supports. Support 2 is then retracted and the forces at supports 1 and 3 are measured while the
block repositions. A second series of measurements is carried out with the block with steel plates
attached to draw conclusions about the reproducibility of the experimental results. All measurement results are also given in figures 5.15a and b.
Steel dates. Pole 13
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Figure 5.15: Results of the experiment and theoretical results for pole 13.
The measured normal forces at support 3 (FN3o ) are very similar to the analytical values from
the 2D method. In the measured normal force at support 1 (FNI B ) some discrepancies can be
seen in both figures. The measurements at this support are all lower than the calculated values.

5.4.2

Validation of the 2D analytical method; Pole PI2

In the next experiment, support 3 is retracted and hence a pure translation of the block over the
two remaining supports must be realized to reinstate contact. Again, the appropriate range for
a, for pole Pa is calculated: 180" to 262" for the block with steel plates and 180" to 263.5" for
aluminium plates. The safe ranges for a, are indicated again with the vertical lines. In this range
the analytical 2D method can be validated.

Outside the safe areas where all accelerations around all poles are positive and where all normal
forces are positive, the measured normal forces deviate a lot from the 2D analytical values. It is
observed that with a, < 219", the block starts to move without repositioning any support. Recalling the warning stated in section 5.3 and figure 5.14, the angular acceleration around pole P2
is negative. This means that the block will start to move in a negative direction around pole PB
resulting in losing contact at support 1 (instead of moving towards this support). As a result, the
measurements with steel plates mounted on the block are in the area below 219" not suitable for
validation of the analytical 2D method. For the aluminium plates, a similar problem occurs. Here,
the measurements below 215" are not trustworthy.
For a, > 219" still some deviations can be seen between the measured results and the results
obtained from the 2D method. Out-of-plane movements and rotations around other poles than
expected are of a constant influence on the measurements. Although the trend of the measured
normal forces is good most of the time, their values are not as predicted by the analytical 2D
method.
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Figure 5.16: Results of the experiment and theoretical results for pole 12.

5.4.3

Validation of the 2D analytical method; Pole P23

Finally, support 1 is retracted. The appropriate range for a, for which the angular acceleration
around pole P2 is positive and all normal forces at the remaining supports are positive is for
aluminium 215" to 280" and for steel 219" to 283". However, the safe areas where all angular
accelerations and normal forces at the supports are positive are indicated with the vertical lines in
figure 5.17. Because of similar difficulties as explained in the previous section, only measurements
are carried out in the 'safe' area indicated with the vertical lines. Measurements outside these
ranges for a, resulted in non-trustworthy results and are not displayed here.
Steel plates, Pole 23
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Figure 5.17: Results of the experiment and theoretical results for pole 23.
A very good resemblance between the 2D analytical method and the measurement results can
be seen and no further difficulties during the experiments are encountered. Here, out-of-plane
movements of the block were of smaller influence on the measurement results. Also the two series
of experiments done with the steel plates mounted on the block, show very reproducible results.

5.4.4 Conclusions 2D experiments
From the two series carried out with the steel plates attached to the block it can be concluded that
the experiments are reproducible. The experiments show that the analytical method shows to be
correct for predicting the direction of rotation of the block around any pole.
There are deviations between the results from the 2D analytical method. Experiments suffer fiom
the following disturbances:

1. Outside the safe range for a, determined in section 5.4 the block may lose contact with
supports even without retracting one.

2. Out-of-plane movements of the block.

Out-of-plane movements of the block occur, because in the experimental setup, it was not possible
to position the centre of mass of the block exactly in the 2D plane which was considered. When
these out-of-plane movements are neglible (figures 5.17a and b), the measured normal forces at
the supports are predicted very we!! by the 2D amlytica! methcd.
On the other hand, the used simple Coulomb friction model may be a source of discrepancies
between the 2D analytical predictions and the measurements. In the analytical 2D method, friction
is assumed to be constant (static and dynamic fiiction coefficient are equal). It is expected that in
reality the static friction coefficient will be higher than the dynamic fiiction coefficient. A more
enhanced fiiction model may improve analytical results.

5.5

Validation of the 3D method

The 3D analytical method is validated using 2 configurations of the experimental setup. First,
an approximated 2D configuration is used. In theory the results from these experiments should
be the same as the results already obtained in section 5.3 with the 2D experiments and therefore
do not contribute much to the actual validation of real 3D configurations, but can give valuable
information about certain sources of errors which were observed in the 2D experiments, especially
about the out-of-plane movements. The results from these experiments can be found in Appendix
G.
Secondly, a 3D configuration is chosen where all six supports are loaded by a gravity force with
fixed direction and every support is made retractable successively. These results are discussed in
the next sections.

5.5.1

Validation with a 3D Configuration

The 3D configuration used to validate the 3D configuration (figure 5.18) has a fixed direction of
the gravity force, so the setup will not be rotated during the experiments. In the static determinate
situation all six supports are loaded by this force. All supports will be retracted successively, so
for this configuration, 6 measurement results are obtained (1 for each retractable support).

Figure 5.18: Schematic representation of the 3D configuration.

Validation of the analytical 3D method; 3D Configuration Results

In figures 5.19 to 5.21 the experimental results are given, obtained from the measurements on the
3D configuration. These results consisting of measured normal forces at the remaining supports
refer to the configuration where the set of aluminium plates is mounted on the block. The results
obtained with the steel plates mounted on the block are similar and are given in Appendix H.
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Figure 5.19: Measurement results for a 3D configuration with aluminium plates.

In general, a reasonable to good resemblance between the measured values and the predicted
ones can be seen. However, a couple of striking differences can be seen too. First of all, when
support x l is retracted, the predicted value for the normal force at support y l is twice as high
as the measured value. In this case, before retraction, support x l is loaded very high. When this
support is retracted, the block moves very fast towards this retracted support causing high-frequent
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Figure 5.20: Measurement results for a 3D configuration with aluminium plates.
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Figure 5.21: Measurement results for a 3D configuration with aluminium plates.
fluctuations in the measured normal forces at the remaining supports, with errors as a result. This
happens again when support y2 is retracted.
Reducing the force on the x l - and both y-supports, should give better measurement results, because the external force is distributed more equally over all supports and more accurate measurements are possible.
Because of these errors, it is difficult to validate the 3D analytical method at a high level of accuracy, but because many of the predicted values correspond well to the measured values it may
be concluded that, the analytical 3D method itself is a good tool to investigate the movement of a
rectangular block on 6 supports.

5.5.2 Conclusions 3D experiments
The experiments done in the previous section to validate the 3D analytical method with a 3D
configuration of the experimental setup show results comparable to the predicted results. However,

some deviations are also observed. The origin of these deviations between measurements and
predicted values can be subscribed to the following factors:
1. Limitations of the experimental frame prohibit the exact positioning of the block. Mounting
the frame on the solid 'ground' has always an uncertainty o f f 1" around every axis.
2. Certain supports are loaded heavily, resulting in difficulties during measurements (high hequent oscillations in measured normal forces). The measurements at these supports are
poorly reproducible.
3. Friction is a source of discrepancies between the model predictions and measurements. It
must be noted that the friction coefficients in the experiments may change due to varying circumstances. Variations in temperature, humidity, content of grease on the contact surfaces,
and corrosion and wear of contact surfaces, may all have their influence on the friction coefficient. In the analytical 3D method (also in the 2D method), a simple Coulomb friction
model is used (static and dynamic fiction coefficient are equal). It is expected that in reality
the static friction coefficient will be higher than the dynamic friction coefficient. Use of a
more enhanced fixtion model may be necessary.
4. External vibrations which excite the experimental setup and influence the normal forces.

5.6 General Conclusions
With the experiments discussed in this chapter, the analytical 2D and 3D methods, programmed
in Matlab, were validated. With respect to the experiments and the validations of the analytical
methods, the following conclusions can be drawn.

1. Mostly the measurements show to be reproducible.
2. The 2D analytical method proves to be correct in predicting the direction of rotation around
any pole in the 2D experiments, over the full range of the angle of the external force, a,.
3. For 2D experiments, measured normal forces at the supports were compared with the values
predicted by the 2D analytical method. In general a reasonable to good correspondence was
observed, but also some deviations were found. The deviations were partly caused by small
rotcitions ogt of the examined 29-plane. A possibility to slvoid this is the co~stmcticncf a
frame where the supports can be mounted in such a way that the centre of mass of the block
is exactly in the 2D-plane under consideration.
4. Probably it is necessary to improve the -friction model used in the analytical methods in

order to obtain more accurate predictions.
5. With respect to the 3D experiment it can be stated that the 3D analytical method predicts
the direction of movement of the block very well. Moreover, the measured and predicted
normal forces correspond reasonably well in general. In some cases however, the normal
forces at all supports show large deviations with the measured values. This is caused by the
high load on the retracted support. When it is retracted, the block starts to move with a very
high velocity towards this support, with high-frequent fluctuations in the measurements at
the other supports as a result. These fluctuations cause the deviations between measured
and predicted values. Although these discrepancies are found, there is big confidence in
the correctness of the analytical method. It is expected that with some adjustments to the
experimental setup (given in section 6.2), this correctness can be proven much better.

6. The calculated normal forces are valid for the moment immediately after retracting the support. More insight in the dynamic repositioning precess may be obtained by actually integrating the equations of motion leading to simulated time histories like figure 5.1 1.

7. The results found for the configurations with aluminium and steel plates do not differ significantly. This may be explained by the fact that the fricdtion coefficients are comparable
( p = 0.1 1 for aluminium plates and p = 0.14 for steel plates) and by the fact that friction
forces are not dominant in this configuration.

Conclusions and
recommendations
In the next section first the conciusions of the project wiii be given. Subsequentiy in section 6.2
some recommendations for future research will be presented.

6.1

Conclusions

The project described in this thesis has lead to the exploration and development of graphical 2D
and analytical (2D and 3D) methods which predict the repositioning behaviour of kinematic couplings. The methods can be used to construct a software tool which can make the design process
of kinematic couplings faster, cheaper and easier. All methods differ from each other in various ways. The methods are all valuable when used under suitable circumstances. The analytical
methods have been validated by experiments. Below, more detailed conclusions about the various
methods and the experiments will be given.
2D graphical and analytical methods

The graphical 2D method to examine a 2D kinematic coupling is incomplete. However, it does
give a quick insight in the global motion during repositioning. Furthermore, areas with action lines
of the external force which will not lead to repositioning in the desired direction or will lead to
jamming can be obtained very quickly. In this respect the graphical 2D method is very valuable.
The most important shortcoming of the graphical method is that it is incapable to predict if all
supports will remain in contact with the body during repositioning to the desired position. For a
thorough investigation the analytical 2D method is needed, based on the equations of motion of
the object to be repositioned. This analytical 2D method has been developed during the project
and with this method the normal forces at all non-retracted supports can be calculated. It can be
checked if all these normal forces are positive, which is required for maintaining contact between
body and these supports during repositioning.
It can be concluded that for repositioning in 2D, first the graphical method should be used to exclude action lines of the external force which lead to undesired motion or jamming. The remaining
action lines can be investigated with the analytical 2D method.

3D analytical method

The development of a 3D analytical method is the next step towards describing repositioning of
real kinematic couplings. A 3D analytical method was available at Philips CFT in the form of
a Matlab program. The procedure of this method has been investigated in detail and has been
compared with the 2D analytical method using a 2D example. It appeared that the differences
between the 2D and 3D analytical method are negligible, but the origin of these small discrepancies
has not been found yet.
A graphical 3D method is not yet available, but it is thinkable that in the future a 3D graphical
method can be developed with the help of computer programs. A computer will be necessary,
because this 3D graphical method will be much more complex than the 2D graphical method.

Experimental verification of analytical methods

Theoretical results obtained with the analytical 2D and 3D methods have been compared with
experimental results. In general, a reasonable to good correspondence was found. The discrepancies that are present between the predicted results by the 2D and 3D methods and the measured
results for the normal forces at the supports can largely be subscribed to the limitations of the
experimental setup. In the approximated 2D configuration, the centre of mass could not exactly
be positioned in the 2D plane, resulting in out-of-plane rotation leading to discrepancies with the
theoretical results. On the other hand, the accuracy of the models will be limited too, e.g. due to
the simple £tiction model used.
Summarizing it can be stated that in addition to the 2D graphical method, the constructed and
validated 2D and 3D analytical methods are useful methods to predict the repositioning behaviour
of kinematic couplings when one of the supports is retracted.

6.2 Recommendations
In order to improve the experimental validations, applicability of methods and the accuracy of
models and simulations, further research is required. This research should concentrate on the
following subjects:
1. A more thorough investigation of the sources of errors in the experiments.

2. Improvement of the experimental setup.
3. Improvement of the accessability of the programmed methods in Matlab.

4. Dynamic simulations
ad 1. All disturbing influences on the measurements have to be investigated further. Also the
importance of the various error sources should be clarified. Error sources which in any case need
attention are errors due to:
0

Out-of-plane movements of the block in the 2D measurements.
Poor modelling of friction forces.

ad 2. The frame can be improved by designing and constructing an extra tool, which is able to
rotate the frame in a user friendly way. Then, not only the external force (gravity) will be adjustable
at a very high accuracy, but the measurements can be performed at a much higher speed.
The number of fixed positions in the frame where the supports should be mounted on, has to be
enlarged. Then a very large amount of settings can be explored and also 2D measurements are
easier to perform.
The results obtained with steel and aluminium plates did not show large differences. In order to
enlarge the differences, the block itself can be made of these materials. The weight of the block is
then also directly related to the used material.

ad 3. The programmed 2D and 3D methods can be improved in several ways. First of all the
designed Matlab programs can be extended with the following features:
1. Designing a user friendly interface to the programs
2. Combining all explored methods (2D graphical and analytical and 3D analytical) into one
program file.

3. Making a graphical output for the 3D analytical method and in general making the output
of aii program hies more comprehensive for nonprofessional users.
ad 4. Currently, the equations of motion applied in the analytic 2D and 3D methods, are only used
instantaneously: They are used at the moment just after retraction of one of the supports. More
insight in the dynamics of the total repositioning process could be obtained by numerical time
integration of the equations of motion. In this case the supports should be modelled as mi-lateral
constraints. At this moment, however, there seems to be not a direct demand for such a dynamic
approach.
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Appendix A
Losing contacts at supports for a
rectangular block

-

Using the 2D graphical method it is possible to find the direction of external forces, resulting
in repositioning towards the retracted support and avoidance of jamming behaviour in kinematic
couplings. However, the graphical method can not guarantee that contact with the other supports
will be maintained during repositioning. In this appendix this will be shown using an example.
The coupling used in this example is a rectangular block with 3 supports as shown in figure A. 1.
In this example, support 3 is retracted.

Figure A. 1: Repositioning area obtained by using the 2D graphical method.
The attachment point and direction of the external force F, is chosen as indicated in figure A.2.
The following quantities are assumed to be known:
0

the position of supports 1 and 2

0

the friction coefficient

0

the position of the attachment point (is the centre of mass), the direction @ and the magnitude
F, of the externaI force

Figure A.2: The Centre of Mass (CM) is the attachment point of the external force.
the mass and inertia properties of the body (including the position of the centre of mass)
Using the rules of the 2D graphical method it foiiows that the line of action of the external force
may not cross the hatched area in figure A.2.
The direction and attachment point of the external force F, are thus appropriate. However, using the equations of motion for this example it will be shown that the coupling will not show
repositioning behaviour as desired: it will lose contact at the remaining supports.
The three equations of motion for this specific configuration can now be formulated. The moment
equation:
= -FWIY~
-Fwz~l- F N ~ =
x J&
~
(A. 1)

CMCM

The force equation in x-direction:

Z F , = -Fwl-Fw2+&sin@ = r n a c ~ ~
The force equation in y-direction:

xr7,= FNI+ f i 2

-&COS@

= maCw

The desired movement of the block towards support 3 is a pure translation over supports 1 and 2.
Therefore it is assumed that:
& = 0 rad1.2

If the block move in x-direction, the following relations hold for the normal and friction forces at
supports 1 and 2:

Fw1 = PFN1
Fw2 = p N 2
(A. I), (A.2) and (A.3) now result in:

&MCM

=

-PFNIYI PFNWI
-

-

F~lxl= 0

With 3 equations and 3 unknowns (FNl,FN2,
aCMx),the equations can be solved. For FN1
and FN2
it follows that:

However, all parameters in the right had side of (A.4) are positive:

which means that FN1is negative. Physically this will not be possible because support 1 can
not pull the block. So according to these equations it is impossible that the body translates over
supports 1 and 2. The conclusion is that the body will start rotating around support 2 in order
to reinstate contact with support 3. Contact at support 1 will be lost when the body starts to
move which in principle is unacceptable. When this contact is lost, above equations do not hold
anymore, and the movement of the block is not defined by these equations. It is possible that
the block rotates around support 2 (as proven above), then reinstates contact with support 3 and
after that, makes another movement towards support 1 to reinstate contact with it so that the final
situation still may be acceptable. However, taking the scope of this project into consideration, this
hypothesis is not further investigated.

Graphical Procedure Step by Step

For a better understanding of the whole method, it is advised to get used to the method itself by
practise. To that end a step-by-step explanation is given below.

1. Draw the object and the three points of contact.
2. Draw lines from these points of contact perpendicular to the surface of the object at that
point.
3. Find the poles of rotation, for example Prr: the object has to turn around this point to make
contact with point 3 again, when contact with this point was lost while contact with the point
1 and 2 was still in tact.

4. Define the directions of rotation around the poles, that are neccesary to restore contact.
When the three directions are the same, an external torque is neccesary. But when the three
directions of rotation are not the same, positioning of the object can then be reached with
a closing force which is applied at a point within the geometry. At a friction coefficient of
p = 0 every force putting a torque in the correct direction around the poles, is sufficient.
By this condition the area where the working line of this force may go through is strongly
limited . When the force is held between the borders of this 'force funnel' this condition is
satisfied.

5. When the friction coefficient is not equal to zero, even more conditions are applied to the
positioning force. The following procedure is used. In every point of contact, the line of
the normal force is drawn (the triangle that arised was the pole triangle). Depending on
the direction of turning around the poles, the direction of the friction forces in the point
of contact can be determined. Draw a line with angle a with respect to the normal line
(p = tan(a)), from the points of contact. If the closing force would direct through one
of these areas it would mean that this force is already in equilibrium with the two normal
forces and the accompanying friction forces; the situation is self-jamming and contact with
the third point is not accomplished.

6. The area where the closing force may go through is now the area that has to satisfy the
conditions provided under 4, but the force cannot go through the quadrangles mentioned
above. A new and narrower funnel where the force has to be located is the result.

7. Consider if the choice of the location of the points of contacts was a logical one and if an
applied closing torque next to or in stead of this closing force has any advantages: with
some practise one will see better solutions real soon.
The method explained above is implemented in a Matlab file and one of the results is given below
in figure B.1.

Figure B. 1: (a) Configuration as programmed; (b) Matlab result

Appendix C
Graphical 2 0 method in Matlab

%

Graphical Interpretation of a 2-dimensional potato with 3 joints.

%
%
%
%

This m-file will give the direction in which a force has to
be applied onto the potato, which will result in a unique
position of this potato with the joints connected to it. It will
also give insights on the self-locking behaviour of the system.

clear all
close all
%

Location and direction of the contact points:

Invectorl=zeros(l,2);
Invector2=zeros(l,2);
Invector3=zeros(l,2);
pointlx=input('Give the location of the first point of . . .
contact: x-coordinate: ' )
pointly=input('Give the location of the first point of . . .
contact: y-coordinate: ' )
Invectorl(l,l)=input('Give the x-component of the vector.
wich directs perpendicularly into the body: ' )
Invectorl(l,2)=input('Give the y-component of the vector.
wich directs perpendicularly into the body: ' )
point2x=input('Give the location of the second point of . . .
contact: x-coordinate: ' )
point2y=input('Give the location of the second point of . . .
contact: y-coordinate: ' )
Invector2(1,1)=input('Give the x-component of the vector . . .
wich directs perpendicularly into the body: ' )
Invector2 (1,2)=input ('Give the y-component of the vector. . .
wich directs perpendicularly into the body: ' )
point3x=input('Give the location of the third point of . . .
contact: x-coordinate: ' )
point3y=input('Give the location of the third point of . . .
contact: y-coordinate: ' )
Invector3(1,1)=input('Give the x-component of the vector . . .
wich directs perpendicularly into the body: ' )

Invector3(1,2)=input('Give the y-component of the vector . . .
wich directs perpendicularly into the body: ' )

,

%Standaard probleem
% pointlx=8;
% pointly=13;
% Invectorl=[cos(-94*pi/180) sin(-94*pi/180)1 ;
% anglepointl=atan(Invectorl(l,2)
/Invector1 (1,l)) +pi/2;
% point2x=4;
% point2y=ll;
% Invector2=[cos(-65*pi/180) sin(-65*pi/180)1 ;
% anglepoint2=atan(Invector2(1,2)
/Invector2 (1,l)) +pi/2;
% point3x=l;
% point3y=6;
% Invector3=[cos(30*pi/180) sin (3O*pi/l8O)1 ;
% anglepoint3=atan(Invector3(1,2)/Invector3 (1,l)) +pi/2;

%

Run a different matlab file when 2 points of contact are parallel:

if anglepointl==anglepoint2;
selflockperp
end
if anglepoint2==anglepoint3;
selflockperp
end
if anglepoint3==anglepointl;
selflockperp
end
%

Plot tangents through the joints

if abs(anglepoint1) == 90*pi/180;
xlcounter= [pointlx pointlx pointlx] ;
tangentl=[pointly-3 pointly pointly+3];
else xlcounter=(pointlx-0.5):0.1:(pointlx+0.5);
tangentl=tan(anglepointl)*(xlcounter-point1x)+pointly;
end
if abs(anglepoint2) = = 90*pi/180;
x2counter=[point2x point2x point2xl;
tangent2=[point2y-3 point2y point2y+3] ;
else xZcounter= (point2x-0-5): 0.1: (point2x+0.5) ;
tangent2=tan(anglepoint2)* (x2counter-point2x)
+point2y;
end
if abs(anglepoint3) == 90*pi/180;
x3counter=[point3x point3x point3xI ;
tangent3= [point3y-3 point3y point3y+3];
else x3counter=(point3x-0.5):0.1:(point3x+0.5);

tangent3=tan(anglepoint3)*(~3counter-point3x)+point3y;
end

plot(pointlx,pointly,'d',point2x,point2y,'d',point3~,point3y,~d')
hold on
pause
plot(xlcounter,tangentl,':',x2counter,tangent2,':',~3counter,tangent3,':')
axis equal tight
pause
hold off

%

Plot the 'loodrechten'

plot(xcounter,loodrechtl,xcounter,loodrecht2,xcounter,loodrecht3)
axis equal tight
hold off
pause

%
%

Search for the poles (intersection points between the 'loodrechten')
and the direction of the torque around them

%
%
%
%
%
%

The poles get a green colour when they turn clockwise and red
when they turn counterclockwise. First there have to be made helplines
to get a triangle which is used for determining the direction of rotation
From each pole, the line is taken which is perpendicular on the vector
which points directly perpendicular into the body and goes through the
joint .

%

finding the third corner of the triangle:

cornerxl=(tan(anglepointl)*xpole23-tan(anglepointl-O.5*pi)*~..
pointlx+pointly-~pole23)
/ (tan(anglepointl)-tan(anglepointl-0.5*pi)
) ;
corneryl=tan(anglepointl)*(cornerxl-xpole23)+~ole23;
%
%
%
%

The
the
1st
2nd

direction of
in-vector of
vector: from
vector: from

rotation around the pole is calculated by taking
two vectors.
the pole to the calculated corner
the pole to the joint

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

When the vector of the calculated corner to the point of contact
(the joint) is in the same direction as the Invector of the same joint,
it indicates that the direction of rotation around the pole should be
in the opposite direction, because a rotation in this direction
will achieve the opposite of the goal, which is making the gap between
body and contact point even bigger. So another corner point has
to be calculated, which is the intersection point of the line which
is perpendicular to the Invector, through the joint, and the vector
from the pole perpendicular to this other vector.

Comparevecl= [pointlx pointly] - [cornerxl corneryl] ;
CVl=Comparevecl
if ( (CVl/abs(CVl(1,l)) ) / (Invectorl/abs(Invector( 1 ,) ) ) >= 0.99999;
if ( (C~l/abs
(CVl(1,l)) ) / (Invectorl/abs(Invector ( 1 ,) ) ) <= 1.000001;
cornerxl=(tan(anglepointl)*pointlx-tan(anglepointl-O.5*pi)*
...
xpole23-pointly+ypole23)/(tan(anglepointl)-tan(anglepointl-O.5*pi));
if anglepointl == 90*pi/180;
corneryl=tan(anglepointl-0.5*pi)*(~ornerxl-xpole23)+~ole23;
else
corneryl=tan(anglepointl)*(cornerxl-pointlx)+pointly;
end
end
end
Vectorla= [cornerxl corneryl] - [xpole23 ypole231 ;
Vectorlb= [pointlx pointly] - Cxpole23 ypole231 ;

if outproduct23 > 0
polecolour23 = 'red'
plot(xpole23,ypole23,'rd')
polecolour23 = 1;
else
polecolour23 = 'green'
plot (xpole23,ypole23,'gd' )
polecolour23 = 0;
end
hold on

(cv~
) ) / (Invector2/abs(1nvector2(
1 1 >= 0.9999;
if ( ( c v ~ / ~ ~ s (1,l)
if ( (Cv2/abs(CVr2(1,l))) / (1nvector2/abs(1nvector21 1 ) ) ) <= 1.000001;
cornerx2= (tan(anglepoint2)*point2x-tan (anglepoint2-0.5*pi)* . . .
xpolel3-point2y+ypolel3)/(tan(anglepoint2)-tan(anglepoint2-~.5*pi));
if anglepoint2 == 90*pi/180;
cornery2=tan(anglepoint2-0.5*pi)*(cornerx2-~p0lel3)+yp0lel3;
else
cornery2=tan(anglepoint2)* (cornerx2-point2x)
+point2y;
end
end

if outproduct13 > 0
polecolourl3 = 'red'
plot (xpolel3,ypolel3,' rd' )
polecolourl3=l;
else
polecolourl3 = 'green'
plot (xpolel3,ypolel3,'gd' )
polecolourl3=0;
end
cornerx3=(tan(anglepoint3)*xpolel2-tan(anglepoint3-0.5*pi)*
...
point3x+point3y-ypolel2)/ (tan(anglepoint3)-tan(anglepoint3-0.5*pi)) ;
cornery3=tan(anglepoint3)*(cornerx3-xpolel2)+ypolel2;

if (CV3/abs(CV3(1,l)) / (1nvector3/abs(Invector3( 1 , )) ) ) >= 0.9999;
if (CV3/abs(CV3(1,l)) / (Invector3/abs(Invector 1 1 ) ) ) <= 1.00001;;
cornerx3=(tan(anglepoint3)*point3x-tan(anglepoint3-0.5*pi)*. . .
xpolel2-point3y+ypolel2)/(tan(anglepoint3)-tan(anglepoint3-0.5*pi));
if anglepoint3 == 90*pi/180;
cornery3=tan(anglepoint3-0.5*pi)*(cornerx3-xpolel2)+ypolel2;
else
cornery3=tan(anglepoint3-0.5*pi)*(cornerx3-xpolel2)+ypolel2;
end
end
end

if outproduct12 > 0
polecolourl2 = 'red'
plot (xpolel2,ypolel2,' rd' )
polecolourl2=l;
else
polecolourl2 = 'green'
plot (xpolel2,ypolel2,' gd'
polecolourl2=0;
end

%
%

Determining the areas in which the line of force may not go through.
For this end, the vecors that go from one pole to another are used.

%
%

When all the poles have to rotate in the same direction, an
external torque is needed. The problem can not be solved with a force

%

applied to the body.

if polecolourl2 == polecolour23
if polecolourl2 == polecolourl3
disp('WARN1NG: An external torque is nesccesary to make
this configuration work')
break
end
end
%
%
%
%
%

Next the area is between the two poles that rotate in the same
direction. A force can't go through this area, because it would violate
one of the two directions of the poles. This is the first area which
we are looking for. The second one lies exactly in the opposite direction
with the corner ending in the third pole.

if polecolourl2==polecolourl3
vectorlx= Expolel3 ; xpolel21 ;
vectorly= [ypolel3; ypolel21 ;
vectorlx2= [xpole23];
vectorly2= [ypole23];
if xpole23 < xpolel2;
vector2x= [xpolel2+xpole12];
vector2x2= [xpole23-xpole23-11 ;
vector2y= [tan(anglepoint2-(0.5*pi)) * (vector2x-point2x)
i-point2yl;
vector2y2= [tan(anglepoint2-(O05*pi)
) * (vector2x2-point2x)
+point2y];
else
vector2x= rxpolel2-xpole12-11 ;
vector2x2= [xpole23+xpole23];
vector2y= [tan(anglepoint2-(0.5*pi)) * (vector2x-point2x)
+point2y] ;
vector2y2= [tan(anglepoint2-(0.5*pi)) * (vector2x2-point2x)
+point2y] ;
end
if xpole23 < xpolel3
vector3x= [xpolel3+xpole13];
vector3~2=[xpole23-xpole23-1];
vector3y= Ltan(anglepoint3-(0.5*pi)) * (vector3x-point3x)
+point3y] ;
vector3y2= [tan(anglepoint3-(0.5*pi)) * (vector3x2-point3x)
+point3y] ;
else
vector3x= [xpolel3-xpole13-11 ;
vector3x2= [xpole23+xpole23];
vector3y= [tan(anglepoint3-(0.5*pi)) * (vector3x-point3x)
+point3y] ;
vector3y2=[tan(anglepoint3-(0.5xpi))*(vector3~2-point3x)+point3y];
end
end

if polecolourl2==polecolour23
vectorlx= [xpole23; xpolel21 ;
vectorly= [ypole23; ypolel21 ;
vectorlx2= [xpolel3];
vectorly2= [ypolel3];
if xpolel3 < xpolel2;
vector2x= [xpolel2txpole12];
vector2x2=[xpolel3-xpolel3-l];
vector2y= [tan(anglepointl-(0.5*pi)) * (vector2x-pointlx)tpointly] ;
vectorZy2= [tan(anglepointl-(0.5*pi)) * (vector2x2-pointlx)
+pointly];
else
vector2x= Lxpolel2-xpole12-11;

vector2x2= [xpolel3+xpolel3];
vector2y= [tan(anglepointl-(0.5*pi)) * (vector2x-pointlx)
+pointly] ;
vector2y2=[tan(anglepointl-(0.5*pi))*(vector2x2-pointlx)+pointly] ;
end
if xpolel3 < xpole23
vector3x= [xpole23+xpole23];
vector3x2=[xpolel3-xpolel3-l];
vector3y= [tan(anglepoint3-(0.5*pi)
vector3y2= rtan(anglepoint3-(0.5*pi
else
vector3x= [xpole23-xpole23-11 ;
vector3x2= [xpolel3+xpolel3];
vector3y= [tan(anglepoint3-(0.5*pi)
vector3y2= [tan(anglepoint3-(0#pi
end
end

vector2y= [tan(anglepointl-(0.5*pi)) * (vector2x-pointlx)
+pointly] ;
vector2y2=[tan(anglepointl-(0.5*pi))*(vector2x2-pointlx)+pointly];
else
vector2x= [xpolel3-xpole13-11 ;
vector2x2= [xpolel2+xpolel2];
vector2y= [tan(anglepointl-(0.5*pi)) * (vector2x-pointlx)
+pointly] ;
vector2y2= [tan(anglepointl-(0.5*pi)) * (vector2x2-pointlx)+pointly];
end
if xpolel2 < xpole23
vector3x= [xpole23+xpole23I ;
vector3x2=[xpolel2-xpolel2-l];
vector3y= [tan(anglepoint2-(0.5*pi)) * (vector3x-point2x)
+point2y] ;
vector3y2= [tan(anglepoint2-(0.5*pi)) * (vector3x2-point2x)
+point2y];
else
vector3x= [xpole23-xpole23-11 ;
vector3x2= [xpolel2+xpolel2];
vector3y= [tan(anglepoint2-(0.5*pi)) * (vector3x-point2x)+point2y];
vector3y2= [tan(anglepoint2-(0.5*pi)) * (vector3x2-point2x)
+point2y];
end
end
Vectorlx= [vectorlx; vector2x; vector3xI ;
Vectorly=[vectorly; vector2y; vector3yI;
Vector2x=[vectorlx2; vector2x2; vector3x21;
Vector2y=[vectorly2; vector2y2; vector3y21;
puntvectx
puntvecty

=
=

[pointlx point2x point3xI;
[pointly point2y point3yl ;

%

Finding the areas of friction

%

To find the areas of friction, the direction of the torque
around the poles is used. These directions indicate the directions
of the friction forces that occur at the contact points.
There has to be paid attention to the fact that this direction
flips the other way around when the pole is 'under' the body,
which means that it directs towards the body. These areas will
always make the area of friction bigger, because one of the corners
% of these areas is a pole and the rest is in the area between the poles.

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%

Defining the corners of these areas:

if polecolour23 == 0
friction = -mu*pi/l80;
else
friction = mu*pi/l80;
end
friction2
friction3

%
%

=
=

friction;
friction;

if the normalized vector from the pole to the joint is the same
as the Invector, the direction of friction has to be flipped.

if ( (V2P23/abs(V2P23(1,l)) ) / (1nvector2/abs(Invector2( 1 ,) ) ) >= 0.9999;
1 ) < = 1.00001;
if ( (V2P23/abs(V2P23(1,l)) ) / (1nvector2/abs(Invector21
friction2 = -friction2;
end
end
) / (1nvector3/abs(1nvector31
1 ) ) ) >= 0 -9999;
if ( (V3P23/abs(V3P23( 1 , ~) )
if ( (V3P23/abs(V3P23(1,l)) ) / (1nvector3/abs(1nvector3( 1 ,) ) ) <= 1.0001;
friction3 = -friction3;
end
end
%

Calculating the corner points of the area's of self locking

if polecolourl3==0;
friction = -mu*pi/l80;
else
friction = mu*pi/l80;
end
friction1
friction3

if

(

=
=

friction;
friction;

( ~ 1 ~ 1 3 / a(
b s~ 1 ~(1,l)
1 3 ) ) / (Invectorl/abs(Invector ( 1 ,) ) ) >= 0.99999999;
(VIP13(1,l)) ) / (Invectorl/abs(1nvector1 , )) ) ) c= 1.0000001;
if ( (~1Pl3/abs
friction1 = -frictionl;
end

end
3
) ) / (1nvector3/abs(1nvector31
) ) ) >= 0.9999999;
if ( (V3Pl3/abs( V 3 ~ 1(1,l)
if ( (V3Pl3/abs(V3Pl3(1,l)) ) / (1nvector3/abs(Invector31 1 ) ) ) c= 1.00000001;
friction3 = -friction3;
end
end

Slxl3=(tan(anglepoint3-0.5*pi)*point3x-tan(anglepoint1-0.5*pi+frictionl)*..~
pointlx+pointly-point3y)/(tan(anglepoint3-0.5*pi)-tan(anglepointl-O.5*..
.
pi+frictionl) ) ;
Slyl3=tan(anglepoint3-0.5*pi)
* (Slx13-point3x)+point3y;

if polecolourl2==0;
friction = -mu*pi/l80;
else

friction

=

mu*pi/l80;

end
friction1
friction2

=

=

friction;
friction;

) / (1nvector2/abs(nvector2( 1 ,) ) ) >= 0.999999;
if ( (V2P12/abs( V 2 ~ 1(2 1 , ~) )
if ( ( ~ 2 ~ 1 2 / a(b s
~ 2 ~(1,l)
1 2 ) ) / (1nvector2/abs(Invector21 1 ) ) ) <= 1.0000001;
friction2 = -friction2;
end
end
(~nvectorl(l,
1 ) ) ) >= 0.9999999;
if ( (VlP12/abs(VIP12(1,l)) ) / (~nvectorl/abs
if ( (VlP12/abs(VIP12(1,l)) ) / (Invectorl/abs(Invector1 1 ) ) c = 1.0000001;
friction1 = -frictionl;
end
end

Slxl2=(tan(anglepoint2-O.5*pi)*p0int2x-tan(anqlepointl-O.5*pi+frictionl)*.~.
pointlx+pointly-point2y)/(tan(anglepoint2-0.5*pi)-tan(anglepoint1-0.5*~..
pi+£rictionl)) ;
Slyl2=tan(anglepoint2- 0.5*pi)* (Slx12-point2x)+point2y;

S3xl2= (tan(anglepoint2-0.5*pi+friction2)
*point2x-tan(anglepointl-0.5*pi)* . . .
pointlx+pointly-point2y)/(tan(ang1epoint2-0~5*pi+friction2)...
tan(anglepoint1-0.5*pi));
S3yl2=tan(anglepointl-0.5*pi)* (S3x12-pointlx)
+pointly;
Selflockl2x=[Slxl2 S2x12 S3x12 xpolel21';
Selflockl2y= [Sly12 S2y12 S3y12 ypolel21 ' ;
selflockgebiedx
selflockgebiedy

=
=

[Selflockl2x Selflockl3x Selflock23xl;
[Selflockl2y Selflockl3y Selflock23yl;

patch(selflockgebiedx, selflockgebiedy ,'ct)
patch(Vectorlx,Vectorly,'b')
%axis equal tight
patch (Vector2x,Vector2y,
'b')
%axis equal tight
legend('po1e turning clockwise','pole turning counter clockwise', . . .
'pole turning clockwise','supports','area of jamming behaviour', . . .
'"undesired motions resultn')
%axis equal tight

Appendix D
Analytical 2 0 method in Matlab

D.l
PPP
o
o

%
%
%
%

Generic analytical 2D method
Repositioning of a 2-dimensional potato with 3 joints. %%%

This m-file will provide insights on the behaviour of an object
connected to 3 joints. The direction of the external force
can be optimized with help of this method.

clear all
close all
%
%

Aardappel
Positie van oplegpunt 1:

% Richtingshoek alfal
alfal = 120*pi/180
Invectorl=[ cos ( (119)*pi/l8O) sin(119*pi/180)1 ;
anglepointl=atan(~nvectorl(l,
2)/Invector1(1,l)) +pi/2;

point3x=194;
point3y=148;
alfa3 = 60*pi/180
Invector3= [ cos (60*pi/l80) sin(60*pi/180)1 ;
anglepoint3=atan(1nvector3(1,2)/1nvector3 (1,l)) +pi/2;
%

Search for the poles (intersection points between the 'loodrechten') and the direc

%

%
%

The direction of rotation around every pole is calculated with
the graphical method. This method is already explained, therefore we define
these directions here.

[Fsx]=I50
% attachment point of the external force
[Fsy]=7 0
% idem
xpointMMP = 150
% centre of mass
ypointMMP = 70
% centre of mass
m = l
% mass
J = 3e-5
% inertia
mu = atan(lO*pi/l80);
% friction coefficient
%mu = 0;
FS = 1;
% magnitude of external force

%

First configuration, 3rd point of contact is loose

RpoolMMP12 = sqrt((xpolel2-xpointM~~)~2
+ (ypolel2-ypoint~~~)^2);
%xafstand tussen pool en MMP
RxpoolMMP = abs(xpointMMP - xpolel2);
RypoolMMP = abs (ypointMMP - ypolel2) ;
if xpointMMP z xpolel2
if ypointMMP > ypolel2
theta12 = atan(RypoolMMP/RxpoolMM~);
else theta12 = 1.5*pi + atan (RxpoolMMP/RypoolMMP);
end
end
if xpointMMP < xpolel2
if ypointMMP < ypolel2
theta12 = pi+atan(RypoolMMP/RxpoolMMP);
else theta12 = 0.5*pi + atan(RxpoolMMP/RypoolMMP);
end
end
%

afstand tussen pool en contactpunt

RlpoolFsl2
R2poolFsl2
alfal

=

=
=

sqrt ( (pointlx - xpole12)-2 + (pointly - ypole12)-2 ) ;
sqrt( (point2x - xpole12)^2 + (point2y - ypolel2)-2 ) ;

300*pi/180;

%

Omdat de normaallijnen van oplegpunten 1 en 2 NIET naar de pool toewijzen, zijn de

GrootMatrixl2

[cos (alfal)+mu*sin (aIfal) cos (alfa2)+muxsin(alfa2) m*RpoolMMP12*sin (

=

% afstand tussen pool en aangrijpingspunt v.d. kracht;
xL12 = abs(Fsx - xpolel2) ;
yL12 = abs (Fsy - ypolel2) ;
% totale lengte van deze vector Rs
Rs = sqrt (xLl2-2 + yL12-2);
%

hoek alfaSR (hoek van nulpunt tot de vector vanuit de pool naar het aangrijpingspu

if Fsx > xpolel2
if Fsy > ypolel2
alfaSR12 = atan(y~12/x~12);
else alfaSR12 = 1.5*pi + atan(x~12/y~12);
end
end
if Fsx < xpolel2
if Fsy < ypolel2
alfaSR12 = pi + atan(yL12/xL12);
else alfaSR12 = 0.5*pi + atan(xL12/yL12);
end
end

RECHTERLID = [I
RK12 = [ I ;
Vector12 = [I ;

;

for alfa = 0:0.1:2*pi;
rechterl = (Rs* Fs * sin(a1fa-alfaSR12) ) ;
RECHTERLID = [RECHTERLID rechterl];
Rechterkoloml2 = [-Fs*cos(alfa) ; -Fs*sin(alfa); rechterl];
RK12 = IRK12 ~echterkoloml21;
VectorHalfl2 = inv(~root~atrix12)
* Rechterkoloml2;
Vector12 = [Vector12 VectorHalfl21;
end

%

Second configuration, 2nd point of contact is loose

RpoolMMP = sqrt ( (xpolel3-xpointMMP)-2 + (ypolel3- y p o i n t ~^2)
~ ~ ;)
%xafstand tussen pool en MMP
RxpoolMMp = abs (xpolel3 - xpointMM~)
;
RypoolMMP = abs(ypointMMP - ypolel3);
if xpointMMP > xpolel3
if ypointMMP > ypolel3
theta13 = atan(~ypoolMMP/RxpoolM~P)
;
else theta13 = 1.5*pi + atan(RxpoolMMP/RypoolMMP);
end
end

if xpointMMP < xpolel3
if ypointMMP < ypolel3
theta13 = pi+atan(RypoolMMP/RxpoolMMP);
else theta13 = 0.5*pi + atan(RxpoolMMP/RypoolMMP);
end
end

%

afstand tussen pool en contactpunt

alfal
alfa3

=

=

120*pi/180;
60*pi/180;

RxpoolFsl3
RypoolFsl3

=
=

sqrt ( (pointlx - xpole13)^2 + (pointly - ypole13)^2 ) ;
sqrt( (point3x - xpole13)^2 + (point3y - ypole13)^2 ) ;

% afstand tussen pool en aangrijpingspunt v.d. kracht;
xL13 = abs( Fsx - xpolel3 ) ;
yL13 = abs ( Fsy - ypolel3 ) ;

%

totale lengte van deze vector Rs

%

hoek alfaSR (hoek van nulpunt tot de vector vanuit de pool naar het aangrijpingspu.

if Fsx > xpolel3
if Fsy > pole13
alfaSR13 = atan(yL13/xL13) ;
else alfaSR13 = 1.5*pi + atan(xL13/yL13);
end
end
if Fsx < xpolel3
if Fsy < pole13
alfaSR13 = pi + atan (yL13/x~13)
;
else alfaSR13 = 0.5*pi + atan(x~13/yL13);
end
end

for alfa = 0:0.1:2*pi;
rechterl = (Rs13* Fs * sin(a1fa-alfaSR13) ) ;
RECHTERLID13 = [RECHTERLID13 rechterll ;
Rechterkoloml3 = [-Fs*cos(alfa) ; -Fsxsin(alfa) ; rechterl] ;
RK13 = [RK13 Rechterkoloml31 ;
VectorHalfl3 = inv(GrootMatrixl3) * Rechterkoloml3;
Vector13 = [Vector13 VectorHalf 131 ;,
end

%

Third configuration, 1st point of contact is loose

RpoolMMP = sqrt ( (xpole23-xpointMMP)^2 + (mole23- y p o i n t ~-2)
~ ~ ;)
%xafstand tussen pool en MMP
RxpoolMMP23 = abs(xpole23 - xpointMMP);
RypoolMMP23 = abs(ypole23 - ypointMMP);
if xpointMMP > xpole23
if ypointMMP > ypole23
theta23 = atan(~ypoolMMP23/RxpoolMMP23);
else theta23 = 1.5*pi + a t a n ( ~ x p o o l ~ ~ ~ 2 3 / ~ y p o o l ~ M P 2 3 ) ;
end
end
if xpointMMP < xpole23
if ypointMMP < ypole23
;
theta23 = pi+atan(~ypoolMMP23/RxpoolMMP23)
else theta23 = 0.5*pi + a t a n ( ~ x p o o l ~ ~ ~ 2 3 / ~ y p o o l ~ ~ ~ 2 3 ) ;
end
end
%

afstand tussen pool en contactpunt

RxpoolFs23
RypoolFs23

=
=

sqrt ( (point2x - xpole23)^2 + (point2y - ypole23)-2 ) ;
sqrt ( (point3x - xpole23)^2 + (point3y - ypole23) -2 ) ;

% afstand tussen pool en aangrijpingspunt v.d. kracht;
xL23 = abs( Fsx - xpole23 ) ;
yL23 = abs( Fsy - mole23 ) ;
% totale lengte van deze vector Rs
Rs23 = sqrt(xL23-2 + yL23-2);

%

hoek alfaSR (hoek van nulpunt tot de vector vanuit de pool naar het aangrijpingspu

if Fsx > xpole23
if Fsy > sole23
alfaSR23 = atan(y~23/x~23);
else alfaSR23 = 1.5*pi + atan(xL23/yL23);
end
end
if Fsx < xpole23
if Fsy < ypole23
alfaSR23 = pi + atan(yL23/x~23);
else alfaSR23 = 0.5*pi + atan(x~23/yL23);
end
end

for alfa = 0:0.1:2*pi;
rechterl = (Rs23* Fs

* sin(a1fa-alfaSR23) ) ;

RECHTERLID23 = [RECHTERLID23 rechterl] ;
Rechterkolom23 = [-Fs*cos(alfa) ; -Fs*sin(alfa); rechterl] ;
RK23 = [RK23 Rechterkolom231 ;
VectorHalf23 = inv(GrootMatrix23) * Rechterkolom23;
Vector23 = [Vector23 VectorHalf231 ;
end

alfa
alfa

=
=

0:0.1:2*pi;
alfa*180/pi;

figure
plot (alfa,Vectorl3(1,: ) , 'b' ,alfa,Vectorl3 (2,: ) , ' :br,alfa,Vector13(3,: ) , ' - d l )
legend('FN1-1-3','FN3-1-3','alfaa1-3')
xlabel ('Angle of external force [degree]' )
ylabel('Re1ative magnitude of normal forces/acceleration [N and m/sA2')
grid on
figure
plot (alfa,Vectorl2(1,: ) , 'b' , alfa,Vectorl2(2,: ) , ' : b l ,
alfa,Vectorl2 (3,: ) , ' -dl)
legend('FN1-1-2','FN2-1-2','alfaa1-2')
xlabel('Ang1e of external force [degree]')
ylabel('Re1ative magnitude of normal forces/acceleration [ N and m/sA2')
grid on

figure
plot (alfa,Vector23(1,: ) , 'b' ,alfa,Vector23 (2,: I , ' :br,alfa,Vector23(3,: ) , '-dr)
legend ( ' FN2-2-3 ' , ' FN3-2-3 ' , ' alfa-2-3 ' )
xlabel('Ang1e of external force [degree]')
ylabel('Re1ative magnitude of normal forces/acceleration [ N and m/sA2')
grid on
%
%
%
%

Om het gevraagde gebied te vinden moeten de versnellingslijnen van de grafieken vai
van teken verwisseld worden. De berekende normaallijnen zijn we1 goed. Maar omdat
en niet of deze POSITIEF dan we1 NEGATIEF in de gedefinieerde richting is, moeten
in de gedefinieerde negatieve richting, maar is we1 de GOEDE richting!

if polecolourl3 == 0;
Vector13 (3,: ) = -Vector13(3,:)
end
if polecolourl2 == 0;
Vector12 (3,: ) = -Vector12(3,: )
end
if polecolour23 == 0;
Vector23 (3,: ) = -Vector23(3,: )
end

3

I

;

;

;

figure
plot(alfa,Vectorl2(1,:),'b',alfa,vectorl2(2,:~,'r',alfa,Vectorl2(3,:),'-d1,alfa,~ec
legend('Norma1 Force 1-12','Normal Force 2-12','Acceleration-12','Normal Force 1-13'
xlabel ( ' Angle of external force [degree]' )
ylabel('Re1ative magnitude of Normal Forces/Accelerations [N and m/sA2]')
grid on

D.2 Analytical 2D method for rectangular objects
% Recht blok zonder platen, voor vergelijken met 3D methode.

clear all
close all
% Recht blok
% Positie van oplegpunt 1:

% Richtingshoek alfal
alfal = 89.9999*pi/180
Invectorl=[ cos ( (89.9999)*pi/l8O) sin (89.9999*pi/l80)1 ;
anglepointl=atan(~nvectorl(l,
2)/Invector1 (1,l)) +pi/2;

point2x=lO;
point2y=O;
alfa2 = 90.0001*pi/180
Invector2=[ cos ( (9O.OOOl)*pi/l8O) sin ( (9O.OOOl)*pi/l8O)I
anglepoint2=atan(1nvector2(1,2)/Invector2 (1,l)) +pi/2;

;

point3x=O;
point3y=6;
alfa3 = 180*pi/180
Invector3=[ cos (l80*pi/l8O) sin(180*pi/180)1 ;
anglepoint3=atan(Invector3(1,2)/1nvector3 (1,l)) ipi/2;
%
%

Search for the poles (intersection points between the
'loodrechten') and the direction of the torque around them

* ...
xpolel3= (tan(anglepointl-0.5*pi)*pointlx-tan (anglepoi.nt3-0.5*pi)
point3x-pointly+point3y)/(tan(anglepointl-O.5*pi)-tan(anglepoint3-0.5*pi));
ypolel3=tan(anglepointl-0.5*pi)*(xpolel3-pointlx)+pointly;

% Gegevens van aluminium worden gebruikt.

[Fsx]=6.0001
[Fsy]=5.9999
xpointMMP = 6.0001
ypointMMP = 5.9999
m = 5000;
J = 3e7;

First configuration, 3rd point of contact is loose

%

RpoolMMP12 = sqrt( (xpolel2-xpointMMP)^2+ (ypolel2-ypointMMP)^2);
%xafstand tussen pool en MMP
RxpoolMMP = abs(xpointMMP - xpolel2);
RypoolMMP = abs(ypointMMP - ypolel2);
if xpointMMP > xpolel2
if ypointMMP > ypolel2
theta12 = atan(RypoolMMP/RxpoolMMP);
else theta12 = 1.5*pi + atan(RxpoolMMP/RypoolMMP);
end
end
if xpointMMP < xpolel2
if ypointMMP < ypolel2
theta12 = pi+atan(RypoolMMP/RxpoolMMP);
else theta12 = 0.5*pi + atan(RxpoolMMP/RypoolMMP);
end
end
afstand tussen pool en contactpunt

%

RlpoolFsl2
R2poolFsl2
alfal
alfa2

=
=

=

=

sqrt( (pointlx - xpole12)^2 + (pointly - ypole12)^2 ) ;
sqrt( (point2x - xpole12)^2 + (point2y - ypole12)^2 ) ;

269.9999*pi/180;
270.0001*pi/180;

GrootMatrixl2 = [-cos(alfal)+mu*sin(alfal) -cos(alfa2)+mu*sin (alfa2)- . .
m*RpoolMMP12*sin(theta12) ; -sin(alfal)-mu*cos(alfal). . .
-sin(alfa2)-mu*cos(alfa2) -m*RpoolMMP12*cos(thetal2) ; mu*RlpoolFsl2.
mu*R2poolFsl2 J+RpoolMMP12^2*m ]
% afstand tussen pool en aangrijpingspunt v.d. kracht;
xL12 = abs(Fsx - xpolel2) ;
yL12 = abs(Fsy - ypolel2) ;
%

Rs
%
%

totale lengte van deze vector Rs
= sqrt(xLl2-2 + yL12-2);

hoek alfaSR (hoek van nulpunt tot de vector vanuit de pool naar het
aangrijpingspunt van de kracht)

if Fsx > xpolel2
if Fsy > ypolel2
alfaSR12 = atan(yL12/xL12);
else alfaSR12 = 1.5*pi + atan(xL12/yL12) ;
end
end
if Fsx

<

xpolel2

if Fsy < ypolel2
alfaSR12 = pi + atan(yL12/x~12);
else alfaSR12 = 0.5*pi + atan(x~12/yL12);
end
end

RECHTERLID = [];
RKl2 = [ I ;
Vector12 = [I ;

for alfa = 0:0.1:2*pi;
rechterl = (Rs* Fs * sin(a1fa-alfaS~12)) ;
RECHTERLID = [RECHTERLID rechterl];
Rechterkoloml2 = [-Fs*cos(alfa); -Fs*sin(alfa); rechterl] ;
RK12 = [RK12 ~echterkoloml21;
VectorHalfl2 = inv(GrootMatrixl2) * Rechterkoloml2;
Vector12 = [Vector12 VectorHalf121 ;
end

%

Second configuration, 2nd point of contact is loose

RpoolMMP13 = sqrt((xpolel3-xpointMMP)^2 + (ypole13-yp0intMMP)~Z)
;
%xafstand tussen pool en MMP
RxpoolMMP = abs(xpolel3 - xpointMMP);
RypoolMMP = abs(ypointMMP - ypolel3);
if xpointMMP > xpolel3
if ypointMMP > pole13
theta13 = atan(~ypoolMMP/RxpoolMMP);
else theta13 = 1.5*pi + atan(RxpoolMMP/RypoolMMP);
end
end
if xpointMMP < xpolel3
if ypointMMP < ypolel3
theta13 = pi+atan(~ypoolMMP/RxpoolMMP);
else theta13 = 0.5*pi + a t a n ( ~ x p o o l ~ ~ ~ / ~ y p o o l ~ ~ ~ ) ;
end
end

%

afstand tussen pool en contactpunt

alfal
alfa3

=

=

270*pi/180;
180*pi/180;

RxpoolFsl3
RypoolFsl3

=
=

sqrt ( (pointlx - xpole13)^2 + (pointly - ypole13)^2 ) ;
sqrt( (point3x - xpole13)^2 + (point3y - ypole13)^2 ) ;

GrootMatrixl3 = [-cos(alfal)+mu*sin (alfal) -cos(alfa3)+mu*sin (alfa3). . .
m*RpoolMMP13*sin(theta13) ; -sin(alfal)-mu*cos(aIfal). . .
-sin(alfa3)-mu*cos(alfa3)-m*RpoolMMP13*cos(thetal3) ; . . .
mu*RxpoolFsl3 mu*RypoolFsl3 J+Rpool~MP13*2*m]
%

afstand tussen pool en aangrijpingspunt v.d. kracht;

%

totale lengte van deze vector Rs

%
%

hoek alfaSR (hoek van nulpunt tot de vector vanuit de pool
naar het aangrijpingspunt van de kracht)

if Fsx > xpolel3
if Fsy > ypolel3
alfaSR13 = atan (yL13/xL13);
else alfaSR13 = 1.5*pi + atan(xL13/yL13) ;
end
end

if Fsx < xpolel3
if Fsy < ypolel3
alfaSR13 = pi + atan(yL13/xL13);
else alfaSR13 = 0.5*pi + atan(x~13/yL13);
end
end

for alfa = 0:0.1:2*pi;
rechterl = (Rs13* Fs * sin(a1fa-alfaSR13) ) ;
RECHTERLID13 = [RECHTERLID13 rechterll;
Rechterkoloml3 = [-Fs*cos(alfa); -Fs*sin(alfa); rechterll ;
RK13 = [RK13 Rechterkoloml31 ;
VectorHalfl3 = inv(~root~atrixl3)
* Rechterkoloml3;
Vector13 = [Vector13 VectorHalfl31 ;
end

%

Third configuration, 1st point of contact is loose

RpoolMMP = sqrt((xpole23-xpointMMP)-2 + (ypole23-ypoint~MP)^2)
;
%xafstand tussen pool en MMP
RxpoolMMP23 = abs(xpole23 - xpointMMP);
RypoolMMP23 = abs(ypole23 - ypointMMP);
if xpointMMP > xpole23
if ypointMMP > sole23
theta23 = atan(~ypool~~~23/RxpoolMMP23);
else theta23 = 1.5*pi + atan(~xpool~~~23/~ypoolMMP23);
end
end
if xpointMMP < xpole23
if ypointMMP < ypole23
theta23 = pi+atan(~ypool~~~23/~xpoolMMP23)
;
else theta23 = 0.5*pi + atan(~xpoolMMP23/RypoolMMP23);
end
end

%

afstand tussen pool en contactpunt

RxpoolFs23
RypoolFs23

=
=

sqrt ( (point2x - xpole23)-2 + (point2y - ypole23)-2 )
sqrt ( (point3x - xpole23)-2 + (point3y - ypole23) -2 )

% afstand tussen pool en aangrijpingspunt v.d. kracht;
xL23 = abs( Fsx - xpole23 ) ;
yL23 = abs( Fsy - ypole23 ) ;
% totale lengte van deze vector Rs
Rs23 = sqrt(xL23-2 + yL23-2);

%
%

hoek alfaSR (hoek van nulpunt tot de vector vanuit de
pool naar het aangrijpingspunt van de kracht)

if Fsx > xpole23
if Fsy > ypole23
alfaSR23 = atan(yL23/xL23) ;
else alfaSR23 = 1.5*pi + atan(xL23/yL23);
end
end
if Fsx < xpole23
if Fsy < ypole23
alfaSR23 = pi + atan (yL23/xL23);
else alfaSR23 = 0.5*pi + atan(xL23/yL23);
end
end

for alfa = 0:0.1:2*pi;
rechterl = (Rs23* Fs * sin(a1fa-alfaSR23) ) ;
RECHTERLID23 = [RECHTERLID23 rechterl];
Rechterkolom23 = [-Fs*cos(alfa); -Fs*sin(alfa); rechterl] ;
RK23 = [RK23 ~echterkolom231;
VectorHalf23 = inv(GrootMatrix23) * Rechterkolom23;
Vector23 = [Vector23 ~ectorHalf231;
end

alfa
alfa

=
=

0:0.1:2*pi;
alfa*180/pi;

figure
plot (alfa,Vectorl3(1,: ) , 'b' ,alfa,Vectorl3(2,: ) , ' :br)
legend('2D model: FN1_1_3','2D model: FN3-1-3')
%title('Comparing 2D with 3D - Pole 13')

;
;

xlabel ( 'Angle of external force [degree]' )
ylabel('Re1ative magnitude of normal forces/acceleration')
grid on
figure
plot (alfa,Vectorl2(1,: ) , 'b' ,alfa,vectorl2 (2,: ) , ' :b')
legend('FN1-1-2','FN2-1-2')
%title('Comparing 2D with 3D - Pole 12')
xlabel ('Angle of external force [degree]' )
ylabel('Re1ative magnitude of normal forces/acceleration')
grid on

figure
plot (alfa,vector23(1,: ) , 'b' ,alfa,Vector23(2,: I , ' :br)
legend('FN2_2-3','FN3-2-3')
%title('Comparing 2D with 3D - Pole 23')
xlabel ('Angle of external force [degree]' )
ylabel('Re1ative magnitude of normal forces/acceleration')
grid on
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Om het gevraagde gebied te vinden moeten de versnellingslijnen
van de grafieken van de polen die LINKSom draaien (polecolour =I)
van teken verwisseld worden. De berekende normaallijnen zijn we1
goed. Maar omdat we geinteresseerd zijn in de GOEDE richting rond
de pool en niet of deze POSITIEF dan we1 NEGATIEF in de gedefinieerde
richting is, moeten deze omgedraaid worden. Linksom draaien rond
de pool is namelijk in de gedefinieerde negatieve richting, maar
is we1 de GOEDE richting!

if polecolourl3 == 0;
Vector13 (3,: ) = -Vector13 (3,: )
end
if polecolourl2 == 0;
Vector12 (3,: ) = -Vector12(3,: )
end
if polecolour23 == 0;
Vector23 (3,: ) = -Vector23 (3,: )
end

;

;

;

figure
plot (alfa,Vectorl2(1,: ) , 'b' ,alfa,Vectorl2(2,: ) , 'r' ,alfa,Vectorl3(1,: ) , . - .
'g' , alfa,Vectorl3(2,: ) , 'k',alfa,Vector23 (1,: ) , 'mf,aIfa,Vector23(2,: ) , 'y1)
legend('Norma1 Force 1-12','Normal Force 2-12','Normal Force 1-13', . . .
'Normal Force 3-13',fNormal Force 2-23','Normal Force 3-23')
xlabel ( 'Angle of external force [degree]' )
ylabel('Re1ative magnitude of Normal Forces
[N}')
grid on
figure
plot (alfa,Vectorl2(3,: ) , '-d' ,alfa,Vectorl3(3,: ) , '-or,alfa,vector23(3,: ) , '-h')
legend('A~celeration-12','A~celeration-l3~,'~c~el~~ati0n-23')
xlabel ('Angle of external force [degree]' )
ylabel('Re1ative magnitude of Accelerations
[m/s^2]')
grid on

Appendix E
Analytical 3 0 method in Matlab

% This analysis finds whether the block moves when a support is
% retracted, and if so in which direction. Finally it is checked within
% what range of positions the block can rest against the supports when
% friction is included. The evaluation runs along two steps
% 1: the block movement and the force balance for the friction free
%
case is determined
% 2: it is checked whether, at the given normal forces and corresponding
%
friction forces, the energy necessary to move the block over its
%
supports is smaller than the energy represented by the movement of
%
the point to which the pulling force is attached

% The major variables used in this analysis are defined in a
% separate file. These variables are:
% mu: the friction coefficient (of the supports against the block)
% m, I : the mass and the moment of inertia of the block
% xl: the position of the support that takes the reaction force in the
%
(optical) x-direction
% yl, y2: the position of the two supports that take the reaction force
,
in the (optical) y-direction
%
%
%
%
%
%

zl, 22, 23: the position of the three supports that take the reaction
force in the (optical) 2-direction
pf: the position of the attachment point of the pulling force
Fpf: the magnitude of the pulling force
cg: centre of gravity van het blok (in de eerste versies gelijk aan pf)
directions of several forces, according to the notation below

%
%
%
%
%

Notations used (some exceptions)
lower case variable not beginning with i, u, v or w: position vectors
where forces are appplied
F followed by position vector name: magnitude of a force applied
on corresponding point
u followed by position vector name: unity vector indicating the
direction of the force
w followed by position vector name: vector indicating direction of force,
including scaling due to boundary
conditions
m followed by position vector name: vector indicating direction of moment,
including scaling due to boundary
conditions

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%

any variable ending with -aa where aa is the name of a position vector
of one of the supports:
variable holds for the situation the corresponding support is retracted
a position vector name followed by - :
position vector after a transformation

%
%
%
%
%
%

Basically the choice of the origin is not important, for reference,
it is chosen in the corner of the block that is formed by the three
supported planes. This means that all components of upf should always
be negative. For y and z supports it is advised to give the points
closest to the origin the lower number (but again, this does not
influence the calculations

grating-supports;
%MMT-supports;
if ("exist('M') ) ;M=[O;O;O];end
fpf = ( [l;1;11 *Fpf) . *upf; % 'echte' krachtvector
%
%
%
%
%

In order to make the operations more compact, multidimensional matrices
are used to store the position vectors and the force direction vectors
The third dimension is used to for each of the cases that one of the
supports is retracted (in the order: xl retracted,
yl retracted, y2, zl, 22, 23)

X(1:3,1:5,1) =
X(1:3,1:5,2) =
X(1:3,1:5,3) =
X(1:3,1:5,4) =
X(1:3,1:5,5) =
X(1:3,1:5,6) =

[yl y2
[xl y2
1x1 yl
1x1 yl
[XI yl
[xl yl

zl
zl
zl
y2
y2
y2

22
22
22
22
zl
Zl

231;
231;
231;
231;
231;
221;

uX (1:3,1:5,l) =
UX (1:3,l:5,2) =
uX(1:3,1:5,3) =
uX(1:3,1:5,4) =
uX (1:3,1:5,5) =
uX(1:3,1:5,6) =

[uyl uy2
[uxl uy2
[ U X ~uyl
[uxl uyl
[uxl uyl
[ U X ~uyl

uzl
uzl
uzl
uy2
uy2
uy2

uz2 uz31 ;
uz2 uz31 ;
U Z U
~Z~]
;
uz2 uz31 ;
uzl uz31 ;
uzl U Z ~ ]
;

Ook wordt er een matrix gemaakt voor situatie waarin alle
supports aanwezig zijn (om die situatie ook een te bekijken, part lb)
XO = [xl yl y2 zl 22 231;
uX0 = [uxl uyl uy2 uzl uz2 uz31;
%
%

%
%
%

Part 1: Movement of the block in the friction free situation
Part la: Movement of the centre of gravity when the block performs
the intended movement

%
%
%

Eerst wordt de lijn (hier genoemd 'werklijn') waarlangs het
aanhechtingspunt van de trekkracht beweegt als een van de supports wordt
weggetrokken bepaald. De reden hiervoor wordt later gegeven.

De afleiding zal kijken wat er gebeurt bij kleine verplaatsingen, een
daarvan wordt gedefinieerd en er wordt berekend wat de anderen dan zijn
% de afstand waarover het blok over een support verschuift
d = 13.001;
% ideaal gesproken zou dit naar nu1 moeten naderen,
% een methode daarvoor heb ik (nog) niet gevonden
%
%

Voor de afleiding keren we de zaak even om:
Het blok blijft stilstaan en we en we kijken welke combinatie van
rotatie en verschuiving van de supports ervoor zorgt dat deze het blok
blijven raken. Wat we weten is dat de x support in het yz vlak
(van het oorspronkelijke assenstelsel) zal moeten blijven (om het blok
te blijven raken) en soortgelijk de y supports in het xz en de z supports
in het xy vlak moeten blijven. Neem het voorbeeld dat yl wordt
weggetrokken, dan leidt dat tot de vergelijkingen

v + R*xl = [O; dy (XI)-yl; dz (~1)-yl];
v + R*y2 = [dx(y2)-yl; 0; dz (y2)-yl] ;
v + R*zl = [dx(zl)-yl; dy(z1)-yl; 01 ;
v + R*z2 = [dx(z2)-yl; dy (z2)-yl; 01 ;
v + R*z3 = [dx(z3)-yl; dy (~3)-yl;01 ;
(hierbij betekent dy(x1)-yl de verplaatsing in y van de support
xl wanneer de support yl wordt weggetrokken)
Dit zijn alle vectorvergelijkingen, dus komen deze 5 vergelijkingen
overeen met 15 scalarvergelijkingen.
Het aantal onbekenden is: 3 componenten van v, 3 rotatiehoeken
in R (Rz) en 5*2 is 10 verplaatsingen, dus 16 onbekenden.
Dit is eigenlijk een onbekende teveel, maar omdat we alleen in
de onderlinge verhoudingen van de d-termen geinteresseerd zijn,
kunnen we een ervan een waarde geven en dan het stelsel oplossen.
Daarbij is het we1 van belang dat de verplaatsing waarvan de waarde
wordt gedefinieerd er een is waarvan het zeker is dat die geen
nu1 is.
Resultaat: 15 vergelijkingen, 15 onbekenden, prima.
De rotatiematrix wordt via twee vereenvoudigingen, allebei gebasseerd
op het uitgangspunt dat we rekenen met kleine rotaties, gevonden:
- een rotatie om een hoofdas, bv de z-as kan geschreven worden als
[l -c 0; c 1 0 ; 0 0 11 in plaats van
[cos(c) -sin(c) 0; sin(c) cos (c) 0; 0 0 11 ;
een draaiing om de y-as wordt dan [I 0 b; 0 1 0; -b 0 11
en een draaiing om de x-as wordt [l 0 0; 0 1 -a; 0 a 11
(keuze a, b, c: a is draaiing om x, b om y, c om z)
- een gezamelijke rotatie om x, y en z kan worden geschreven als
[I -c b; c 1 -a; -b a 11; hierbij zijn de kruistermen
(zoals a*b) verwaarloosd
Als de hoekverdraaiing op deze manier vereenvoudigd wordt,
kan er ook gesproken worden over een 3D hoekverdraaiing h met
componenten in de x, y en z richting, zodanig dat
h(1) = a, h(2) = b, h(3) = c
Deze notatie wordt hieronder gebruikt
De manier waarop van bovenstaande vectorvergelijkingen wordt gekomen tot
een matrixvergelijking gezet waarbij alle onbekenden in een
parametervector staan wordt hieronder geillustreerd voor alleen de
eerste vectorvergelijking

Er zit nog een bekende in de parametervector, en onbekenden in de
rechterzijde.
Nog wat herschikken levert (met verkorte notatie voor de d-termen)

%
%

%
,
%
%
%
%
%
%

(als besloten was om dy(x1)-yl of dz(x1)-yl als bekende te definieren,
dan was de desbetreffende term niet van rechts naar de parametervector
verhuist)
De matrix wordt samengesteld met behulp van een aantal
transformatiematrices (puur om het schrijfwerk iets te verminderen
en fouten te vermijden

Daarmee en met behulp van de eerder gedefinieerde X wordt hierboven
genoemde matrix als volgt opgebouwd
Hier wordt driftig gebruik gemaakt van de toepassing van de
meerdimensionale matrix
for (i=1:6)
A(1:15,1:15,i) = [eye(3), Tl*X(: ,l,i) T2*X(: , l , i ) T3*X(: ,1,i) zeros (3,9);. . .
eye (3), Tl*X(: ,2,i) T2*X(:,2,i) T3*X( :,2, i) zeros (3,9); . . .
eye (3), Tl*X ( : ,3,i) T2*X ( : ,3,i) T3*X ( : ,3,i) zeros (3,9); . . .
eye (3), Tl*X(: ,4,i) T2*X(:,4,i) T3*X(: ,4,i) zeros (3,9); . . .
eye(3), Tl*X(:,S,i) T2*X(:,5,i) T3*X(:,5,i) zeros(3,9)1;
% De van nu1 verschillende termen in de laatste 9 kolommen moeten per
% situatie worden gedefinieerd. Omdat er echter voor een aanpak gekozen
% is waarin de verplaatsingen van de z-supports steeds als onbekenden
% worden gekozen kunnen de hiermee verbonden termen in het algemene deel
% beschreven worden
A(10,12,i) = -1;
A(ll,l3,i) = -1;
A(13,14,i) = -1;
A(14,15,i) = -1;
% Verder wordt de vector aan de rechterzijde
q(l:15,l,i) = zeros(l5,l);
end
%
%
%
%

%

Nu worden per situatie de (niet in het gehele deel opgenomen) van nu1
verschillende termen van A gedefinieerd

%
%

a) voor het geval dat xl wordt weggehaald en we dx(y1)-xl als
gedefinieerd stellen, de parametervector wordt

%
%

b) voor het geval dat yl wordt weggehaald en we dy(x1)-yl als
gedefinieerd stellen, de parametervector wordt

%

% C) voor het geval dat
% gedefinieerd stellen,

y2 wordt weggehaald en we dy(x1)-y2 als
de parametervector wordt

%
%

d) voor het geval dat zl wordt weggehaald en we dz(x1)-zl als
gedefinieerd stellen de parametervector wordt

%
%

e) voor het geval dat zl wordt weggehaald en we dz(x1)-z2 als
gedefinieerd stellen, de parametervector wordt

%
%

f) voor het geval dat zl wordt weggehaald en we dz(x1)-z3 als
gedefinieerd stellen, de parametervector wordt

%

En nu is de oplossing te verkrijgen via

for (i=1:6)
p(1:15,1,i) = A(:, :,i)\q(:,:,i);
v(1:3,1,i) = p(1:3,1,i);
h(l:3,l,i) = p(4:6,l,i);
R(1:3,1:3,i) = [l -h(3,1,i) h(2,1,i); h(3,1,i) 1 -h(l,l,i);...
-h(2,1,i)h(l,l,i) 11 ;
end
% Nu hebben we de supports verdraaid en het blok stil laten staan
% Wat feitelijk gebeurt is dat de supports blijven staan en het blok
% beweegt. Die beweging van het blok is precies de inverse van
% berekende beweging van het stelsel met de supports
% Dus: de rechteronderhoek van het blok lag op [O; 0; 01 en ligt nu of
% R ' * ( [O; 0; 01 -v) (de ' geeft de getransponeerde aan)
% de onderkant van het blok lag gelijk met de x-as ([I; 0; 01) en ligt
% nu gelijk aan R' * ( [I; 0; 01 -v), idem met de linkerzijkant
% en vooral idem met het zwaartepunt.
% Daarmee wordt de positie van het aanhechtingspunt punt na een
% kleine verplaatsing (waarbij het blok contact houdt met nog
% aanwezige supports)

for (i=1:6)
pf- = R(:,:,i)'*(pf-v(:,:,i));
% en de werklijn waarlangs het zwaartepunt zich beweegt word-t
% gevonden via
wpf(l:3,l,i) = pf- - pf;
% voor de hoek is de berekening eenvoudiger, die is tegengesteld
% aan de andere transformatie
hpf (l:3,l,i)= - h(l:3,l,i);
end
De richting waarin het blok zich over de werklijn zal begeven
is eenvoudig te bepalen, de beweging van het blok zal zodanig zijn
dat de abeid verricht door de externe kracht en moment positief
zullen zijn. Die arbeid wordt gegeven door
arbeid = kracht*weg + moment*hoek
In vectorrekening betekent dit:
als het inproduct van de (eerder gevonden) vector langs de werklijn
en de (eenheids)vector die de richting van de kracht aangeeft
positief is, dan zal de het aanhechtingspunt in de richting van de
werklijnvector bewegen, anders zal het in tegengestelde richting bewegen.
In de volgende commando's wordt de werklijnvector indien nodig aangepast,
zodat het blok steeds in de richting van de werklijnvector beweegt
Zoniet, dan wordt de voorgaande berekening overgedaan met een
% tegengestelde waarde van d
for (i=1:6)
if ((wpf(:,:,i)'*fpf + hpf(:,:,i)'*M) < 0);
p(1:15,1,i) = A ( : , :,i)\(-q(:,
:,i));
v(1:3,1,i) = p(1:3,1,i);
h(l:3,l,i) = p(4:6,l,i);
R(1:3,1:3,i) = [l -h(3,l,i) h(2,l,i); h(3,1,i) 1 -h(l,l,i);-.-h(2,1,i) h(l,l,i) 11 ;
wpf (l:3,l,i)= R(:,:,i)'*(pf-v(:,
:,i)) - pf;
end
end ;
%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Met bovenstaande acties is ervoor gezorgd dat de verplaatsing
van de supports over het blok kunnen worden gevonden via
% [ (V + R*x) - x ] terwijl de verplaatsing van het aanhechtingspunt
%
%

%
%
%

(tov van het frame met de supports) gevonden kan worden via
[ Rf*(x - v) - x I . Dit wordt van belang bij het opstellen
van de energievergelijkingen

Visualisatie (alleen zinnig als dx groot is (richting 0.001,
en daarmee eigenlijk te groot om de benadering R = [l -a; a 11
geldig te doen zijn)
for (i=1:6)
X-(:,:,i) = v(:,:,i)*ones(l,5)+R(:,:,i)*X(:,:,i);
block-(:,:,i) = R(:,:,i)'*(block-v(:,:,i)*ones(i,length(block)));
xyz = [[0;0.6*hb;O] [0;0;0] [0.6*1b;0;0] [0;0;0] [0;0;0.6*tb]];
xyz-(:, : ,i) = v(:, : ,i)*ones(l,5)+R(:,: ,i)*xyz(:,: ) ;
end
% Situatie 'supports getransformeerd tov stilstaand blok'
i = 2;
plot3 (block(1,: ) ,block(2,: ) ,block(3,: ) , 'b' ,xyz-(1, : , i) ,xyz-(2, : , i) , . . .
xyz-(3, :,i),'y--I)
hold on
quiver3 (X(1,: , i) , X (2,: , i), X (3,: , i) , X-(1, : ,i)-X (1,: ,i) , . . .
X-(2,: ,i)-X(2,:,i), X-(3, :,i)-X(3,:,i),0,'ror)
axis equal
xlabel ( 'x')
ylabel ( ' y' )
title('Frame with supports rotated w.r.t block (based on small . . .
dx approximation) ' )
legend('Lower corner of the block','Lower corner of transformed. . .
frame with supports','Movement of the supports')
grid on
hold off
%
%
%

Situatie 'blok getransformeerd tov stilstaande support'
figure
plot3 (xyz(1,: ) ,xyz(2,: ) ,xyz(3,: ) , 'y-',X(i,:,i),X(2,: ,i),X(3,:,i), . . .
' r+' ,block-(1, : , i) ,block-(2, : ,i) ,block-(3, : ,i) , 'b-')
axis equal
xlabel ('x' )
ylabel ( ' y' )
hold on
quiver3 (pf(1),pf(2),p£(3),wpf(l, :,i), w p £ 2 ,:, i) ,wpf(3,:,i),O,'bor)
grid on
hold off
title('b1ock rotated w.r.t. frame with supports (based on small . . .
dx approximation) ' )
legend('Frame with supports unmovedf,'Original positions of the . . .
suppportsr,'Moved lower corner of the block','Movement of the . . .
subjected force')
%

% Hierna worden de krachten berekend op het moment dat het blok
% gaat versnellen in de richting van de werklijnvector
% (voor de wrijvingsloze situatie). Dat gebeurt door de
% evenwichtvergelijkingen op te stellen, met daarin verwerkt de
% traagheidskrachten en het traagheidsmoment.
% Omdat de kracht- en momentbalans samen 6 vergelijkingen opleveren,
% terwijl de vijf supports (nadat 1 van de supports is weggetrokken)
% 5 normaalkrachten leveren en de traagheidskrachten 3 krachtscomponenten
% en 3 momentcomponenten bevatten lijkt er sprake te zijn
% van een onderbepaald systeem.
% Juist daarom is hierboven de beweging van het blok (onder de aanname

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

dat het blok de door de supports opgelegde beweging volgt) bepaald
Nu bekend is in welke richting het blok versnelt, is ook bekend
in welke richting de traagheidskrachten zullen werken. Daarmee is de
verhouding tussen de drie (traagheids)krachtcomponenten bekend.
Ook de rotatieas is bekend, die wordt gegeven door de vector [a; b; c]
(a, b en c de eerder gegeven rotatiehoeken voor x, y en z;
dat dit inderdaad zo is kan ingezien worden door de gevallen dat
slechts een hoek van nu1 verschilt te bekijken en de gevallen dat
twee hoeken gelijk zijn en de laatste nu1 is, zelf heb ik het voor
een paar gevallen numeriek gecheckt) De resulterende grootte van
de rotatie is sqrt(aA2+bA2+cA2) (dit heb ik nog minder bewezen als
de vorige stelling, ik kom eraan doordat ik ergens in mijn geheugen
heb gevonden dat een draaiing kan worden weergegeven door een vector,
waarbij de richting van de vector de draaiingsas aangeeft en de
grootte ervan de rotatiehoek) Verder is bekend welke draaiing samengaat
met de verplaatsing zodat ook de verhouding tussen het traagheidsmoment
en de traagheidskracht berekend kan worden. Dat laatste kan omdat
we weten hoeveel afstand (s) EN hoeveel hoek (a) het blok heeft
afgelegd na een onbekende tijd t.
Door combinatie van de formules s=0.5*(Ft/m)*tA2 en h=0.5*(Mt/I)*tA2
wordt gevonden Mt=(I/m)*(h/s)*Ft. Hierbij is h de resultante rotatiehoek.

%
%
%
%
%

Omdat traagheidskracht en traagheidsmoment beide in het zwaartepunt
van het blok aangrijpen moet ook de verplaatsing van het zwaartepunt
worden bepaald (de rotatie is overal gelijk). Dat wordt hieronder
voor de 6 gevallen gedaan (er worden meteen ook genormeerde vectoren
gedefinieerd, voor latere berekening krachten)

for (i=1:6)
wcg(l:3,l,i) = ( R ( : , :,i)'*cg-v(:,:,i)) - cg;
ucg(l:3,l,i) = wcg(l:3,i)/norm(wcg(1:3,i));
end
%
%
%
%

en omdat ze zo nodig zullen zijn, worden ook de vectoren die
de richting van het traagheidsmoment alvast gedefinieerd (het
traagheidsmoment heeft de afkorting Mt, de vector die de richting
van dit traagheidsmoment aangeeft wordt aangeduid met mt)

% -xl is een speciaal geval, daar is geen rotatie
mt(l:3,1,1) = [0;0;0];
for (i=2:6)
mt(l:3,l,i) = (I/m).*h(:,:,i)/norm(wcg(:,:,i));
% De norm van h valt weg omdat I/m*rotatiehoek/s vermenigvuldigd
% moet worden met de eenheidsvector die de draaingsas aangeeft, en die
% eenheidsvector wordt gevormd door h/norm(h)
end
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Part lb: Forces on the supports and inertia forces in the friction
free situation.
Nu zijn de gegevens verzameld om de kracht- en de momentbalans op
te stellen. De vergelijkingen zijn
sum(F) = 0
sum(M) = 0
dit zijn 6 vergelijkingen
voor het geval dat y2 is weggetrokken zijn de onbekenden
Fxl, Fyl, Fzl, Fz2, Fz3, Ft
waarbij Ft de grootte van de traagheidskracht is
(dit zijn allemaal scalars, omdat de richtingen en de aangrijppunten

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

bekend zijn)
Nu de taak om dit allemaal in een makkelijk oplosbaar stelsel te zetten
Uitgeschreven zijn de vergelijkingen
uxl(l)*Fxl + uyl(1)*Fyl + uzl(1)*Fzl + uz2 (1)*Fz2 + uz3 (l)*Fz3 +. . .
ucg-y2 (1)*Ft + upf (1)*Fpf = 0
uxl(2)*Fxl + uyl(2) *Fyl + uzl(2)*Fzl + uz2 (2)*Fz2 + uz3 (2)*Fz3 +. . .
ucg-y2 (2)*Ft + upf (2)*Fpf = 0
uxl(3)*Fxl + uyl(3)*Fyl + uzl(3)*Fzl + uz2 (3)*Fz2 + uz3 (3)*Fz3 +. . .
ucg-y2 (3)*Ft + upf (3)*Fpf = 0
De momentenbalansen gaan via de vorming van de momentvectoren,
gedefinieerd als de uitprodukten van armvector en krachtvector.
Door de krachtsvector te schrijven als krachtsgrootte * eenheidsvector
kan de onbekende krachtsgrootte gesplitst worden van de bekende termen.
(want armvector x krachtvector wordt
armvector x (eenheidsvector * krachtsgrootte)
wordt (armvector x eenheidsvector) * krachtsgrootte
(x betekent hier uitproduct))
De vector (armvector x eenheidsvector) wordt hier aangeduid als
mxl, my1 . . etc (niet met Mxl.. omdat hoofdletter M voor een echt
moment staat terwijl mxl nog met Fxl moet worden vermenigvuldigd
om het echte moment te krijgen)
Voor de totale momentenbalans moet nog het traagheidsmoment dat
op het zwaartepunt werkt worden meegenomen, dat wordt meegerekend
in de berekening van mcg, waarbij aangetekend moet worden dat mcg
afhankelijk is van de situatie (welke support is weggetrokken)
terwijl de andere m.. termen dat niet zijn.
Met deze notaties worden de momentenbalansen
mxl(1) *Fxl - my1 (1)*Fyl + mzl(1)*Fzl + mz2 (1)
*Fz2 +. . .
mz3 (1)*Fz3 + mcg-y2 (1)*Ft + mpf (1)*Fpf = 0
mxl(2)*Fxl - myl(2)*Fyl + mzl(2)*Fzl + mz2(2)*Fz2 +...
mz3 (2)*Fz3 + mcg-y2 (2)*Ft + mpf (2)*Fpf = 0
mxl(3)*Fxl - my1 (3)*Fyl + mzl(3) *Fzl + mz2 (3)*Fz2 +. . .
mz3 (3)*Fz3 + mcg-y2 (3)*Ft + mpf (3)*Fpf = 0
Als de parametervector met de krachten wordt gedefinieerd als
pF = [Fxl; Fyl; Fzl; Fz2; Fz3; Ft] (termen met Fpf*upf worden naar
de rechterzijde gebracht, want Fpf*upf is bekend) dan worden de
krachten gevonden met de volgende matrixvergelijking

% Algemene termen
mpf = cross (pf,up£)+ M/Fpf;
% M/Fpf omdat hierna weer een vermenigvuldiging plaatsvindt
y = -Fpf*[upf; mpf];
%
%

Per situatie worden nu de situatieafhankelijke termen gevormd,
en dan wordt de matrix samengesteld en de matrixvergelijking opgelost

%
%

Eerst, onder andere om een controlemogelijkheid te bieden, wordt de
situatie waar geen van de supports is weggetrokken doorgerekend
mXO = cross (XO,uXO,1) ;
BO = [uXO ; mXO] ;
pFO = BO\y;

for (i=1:6)
mX(1:3,1:5,i) = cross(X(:,:,i),uX(:,:,i),I);
mcg(l:3,l,i) = cross(cg,ucg(:,:,i)) - mt(:,:,i);

pF(l:G,l,i) = B(:, :,i)\y;
end
%

Toon de resultaten in een tabel

disp ( ' Configuration' )
disp('Coordinates of the supports')
xl : (%4.lf, %4.lf, %4.lf) [mm]' ,xl*1000))
disp(sprintf ( '
disp (sprintf( '
yl : (%4.lf, %4.lf, %4.lf) [mm] ' ,yl*1000))
disp (sprintf( '
y2 : (%4.lf, %4.lf, %4.lf) [mm]' ,y2*1000))
disp (sprintf( '
zl : (%4.lf, %4.lf, %4.lf) [mm]' , zl*1000))
disp(sprintf ( '
22 : (%4.lf, %4.lf, %4.lf) [mm]' ,z2*1000))
disp(sprintf ( '
23 : (%4.lf, %4.lf, %4.lf) [mm]' ,z3*1000))
disp('Coordinates of the support vector of the force')
disp(sprintf ( '
pf : (%4.lf, %4.lf, %4.lf) [mm]' ,pf*1000))
disp('Vector giving the direction of the force')
disp(sprintf('
fpf: (%4.2f, %4.2f, %4.2f)',fpf))
disp(' ' )
disp('Forces in the friction-free situation')
disp('First column: forces on supports with no support retracted')
disp('First 5 rows of next 6 columns: forces on the . . .
not-retracted supports')
disp(' (these should be positive, otherwise the support would pull)')
disp('Last row of next 6 columns: force to move towards . . .
retracted support')
disp(' (this should be negative, otherwise friction would cause...
movement instead of stopping it)')
disp('Pattern (reaction force indicated by
disp(' Fxl
FYI
Fxl
Fxl
Fx1
Fxl
Fxl' ) ;
disp ( ' Fyl
FY2
FY2
FY1
FY1
FYI
Fyl' ) ;
disp ( ' Fy2
Fzl
Fzl
Fzl
FY2
F Y ~
Fy2' ;
disp ( '
Fzl
Fz2
Fz2
Fz2
Fz2
Fzl
Fzl' ) ;
disp ( ' Fz2
F Y ~
Fz3
Fz3
Fz3
Fz3
Fz2' ) ;
disp(' Fz3
*Fxl*
*Fyl*
*Fy2*
*Fzl*
*Fz2*
*Fz3*') ;
disp ( ' ' )
disp([pFO pF(1:6,1,1) pF(1:6,1,2) p~(1:6,1,3)
pF(1:6,1,4).. .
pF(1:6,1,5) pF(1:6,1,6)1)
* @ @ @ * ) I )

%

Part 2: Movement in the presence of friction

%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%

De berekening of het blok we1 of niet beweegt is een variant
van de berekening van de krachtenbalans in het wrijvingsloze geval.
We weten a 1 s het blok beweegt dat:
a) het blok dezelfde richting in zal bewegen als in het
wrijvingsloze geval (want het blok zal met alle supports
in contact blijven)
b) de wrijvingskracht voor elk support gelijk zal zijn
aan mu*Fn (Fn = normaalkracht) (als de kracht lager zou zijn,
zou het blok op dat punt niet beweqen))
Met deze twee is geheel bekend in welke richting de resulterende
krachten (normaalkracht + wrijvingskracht) op de supports zal hebben

%
%

Hieronder worden de eenheidsvectoren voor de krachtsrichtingen
voor de supports berekend

for (i=1:6)
% Vectoren die de beweging van het blok tpv het support geven
vX(1:3,1:5,i) = (v(:,:,i)*ones(l,5)+ R ( : , :,i)*X(:,:,i)) - X ( : , :,i);
for (il=1:5)
if (norm(vX( : ,il,i) ) " = O )
tX ( : ,il,i) = VX ( : , il,i) . /norm(vX ( : ,il,i)) ;
else
% als het beschouwde punt niet beweegt . . .
tX ( : , il,i) = zeros (3,l);
% .. is er ook geen wrijving
end
end

%
%

Omdat de krachtsrichtingen nu anders zijn, zijn ook de
momentrichtingen anders
mX(1:3,1:5,i) = cross(X(:,:,i),uXw(:,:,i));

%
%

en nu kan de matrix op dezelfde manier als voorheen
geconstrueerd worden
Bw(l:G,i:G,i) = [uXw(:,:,i) ucg(:, :,i); a ( : ,:,i) mcg(:, :,i)!;

pFw(l:G,l,i)
end

=

Bw(:, :,i)\y;

% Toon de resultaten in een tabel
disp('Forces in the friction-present situation (first column: . . .
f riction-free) ' )
disp(' ' )
disp ( [pFO pFw (1:6,1,1) pFw (1:6,1,2) pFw (1:6,1,3) pFw (1:6,1,4). . .
pFw(l:6,1,5) pFw(l:6,1,6)])

Appendix F
Technical drawings
experimental setup
This appendix contains all technical drawings from the experimental setup. At first, the drawings
from the frame are given. Next, the drawings with the details of the supports are given.

F.1

Technical drawings of the frame

Figure F. 1 shows a schematic drawing of the total frame. The frame consists of three separate steel
plates: one floor panel, a short side panel in x-direction and a long side panel in y-direction. The
separate drawings are given in figure F.2, F.3 and F.4, respectively.

i

Figure F. 1: Schematic representation of the frame.
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Figure F.2: Bottom plate of the frame.

Figure F.3: Short side panel of the frame.

Figure F.4: Long side panel of the frame.

F.2 Technical drawings of the measurement supports
Figure F.5 indicates which elements are used in the supports of the experimental setup. Each part
is explained in detail in the figures F.6 - F. 10.

Figure F.5: Schematic representation of the measurement support.

Part
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

K

Description
Smounding box
Kistler force sensor
Upper prestress block
Bolt for prestressing sensor
Saucer springs
Leaf springs
Thin rod
Contact surface of support
Sensor coupling block
Stabilizing block
Suspension block

Bottom plate

Left side panel
Figure F.6: Surrounding box of the support.

Right side panel

Figure F.7: Contact surface and sensor coupling block of the support.

Figure F.8: Stabilizing block and thin rod.

Figure F.9: Suspension block (side and top view).

Figure F. 10: Leaf spring.

Appendix G
Validation ofthe 3 0 method with
an approximated 2 0 configuration
In this appendix, the 3D method will be validated with help of an approximated 2D configuration.
Becmse of the large out-of-plane movements observed in the 2D experiments (see section 5.3),
this approximated 2D configuration is chosen to try to reduce the measurement errors caused by
these unwanted out-of-plane movements.
The configuration (see figure G. 1)has 3 y-supports, 1 x-support and 2 z-supports. Note that compared to the configuration discussed in section 5.3 one z-support has been removed and one ysupport has been added (figure G.l). The 3 y-supports are arranged in such a way that a 2D
configuration can be approximated and that the z-supports will not be loaded by gravity. Just like
in the 2D experiments, the rotations of the block around the poles Pn at infinity and Po are considered. Rotation around pole P2 is not considered, because with only one retractable support
available, it is impossible to retract the two supports yl, and ylb at the same time.
The basic measurement plan for the 3D experiments is similar to the plan for the 2D experiments
(see section 5.3.1). In the analytical 3D calculations, some parameter values (like inertia properties
and friction coefficients) obtained from the preliminary experiments (section 5.2) were used.

Validation of the 3D analytical method; Pole PB

In this case, support y2 is retracted, so the block will rotate around pole Po (see figure G.l).
In figures G.2a and b the results are given for two different sets of plates attached to the block
(aluminium resp. steel). As already explained in section 5.3, the measurements performed in the
range between the vertical lines can fully be trusted for all poles the angular accelerations are in
the correct direction (and positive) and the normal forces at all supports are also positive. The
measurements outside these ranges have to be interpreted with care.
The double y l support results in an error source which was not observed. Because of the two (unequal) friction forces at supports yl, and ylb: in many cases, the block made (unwanted) rotations
in the xz-plane.
Concluding, the same sources of errors have been encountered as in the 2D experiments and even
one extra error source has been observed.

Figure G. 1: The approximated 2D configuration.
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Figure G.2: a. Measurement results, aluminium plates ;b. Measurement results, steel plates.

Validation of the 3D analytical method; Pole Pa

In this series of measurements, support xl is retracted, so the block will 'rotate' around pole Pn
at infinity (see figure G.l). Practically this means that the block has to make a pure translation
(slide) over supports y l (atb) and y2 to reinstate contact with support xl. In figures G.3a and b,
the obtained results are shown for two different sets of plates (aluminium resp. steel).
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Figure G.3: a. Measurement results, aluminium plates ;b. Measurement results, steel plates.
The obtained results show large resemblance with the results already obtained in the 2D experiments (see figures 5.16a and b). According to the 2D analysis of section 5.3 the range for a,:
21.5"-260" for aluminium and 219"-259" for steel is 'safe'. Here, the block is accelerating in a
positive direction and maintaining contact with all supports. In this range iarge discrepancies between the experiments and the results from the 3D method can be observed. Again, undesired
movements around other poles are the main contributors to these deviations, combined with errors
with respect to fiiction.

Appendix H
Results measurements with
3 0 experimental setup
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Figure H. 1: Measurement results for a 3D configuration with steel plates.
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Figure H.2: Measurement results for a 3D configuration with steel plates.
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Figure H.3: Measurement results for a 3D configuration with steel plates.

